Departments seek alternatives to fund speakers

By TERESA FRAFLISH
Assistant News Editor

In spite of significant budget cuts, Notre Dame organizations have still been successful in bringing prominent speakers to campus this semester by turning to other options, such as cross-sponsorship or grants, to fund talks from well-known individuals.

As a result of the decreased in the endowment and the drop in the economy, University officials made cuts to department and institute funding across the board last year. From 2001 to 2002, the endowment fell from $2.85 to $2.6 million, prompting University officials to cut the academic budget by 7 percent.

Despite these decreases in funding, University departments have secured contracts from a number of well-known individuals, including Nobel laureate Seamus Heaney, Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo and South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Frank McCourt, author of the Pulitzer prize-winning book "Angela's Ashes," is scheduled to speak at Notre Dame this week.

John Gacimini, director of the Institute for Church Life, which sponsored the talk by Obasanjo, said his institute pursued a variety of options to fund the speech. "This conference was completely funded by grants from internal and external units at the University," he said.

Other University institutes said carefully planned strategies were needed to bring prominent speakers to campus. Hal Culbertson, associate director of the Kroc Institute, which helped bring Tutu to Notre Dame, said the Institute began organizing far in advance.

"The conference was part of a research project," Culbertson said. "We're able to do that through careful planning.

Student Senate fails to pass proposal

Group votes down resolution to change structure, authority

By MAUREEN REYNOLDS
Associate News Editor

A proposal to change the structure and authority of student government failed to pass at Sunday's Student Senate meeting.

Senators voting against the proposal, which failed 14-9 to gain the necessary two-thirds approval, cited concerns over changes in authority on certain budgeting issues.

The resolution, introduced by student body president Pat Hallahan, would have altered the structure of the Executive Cabinet, which represents all student government groups except the Senate, to include four senators and allow the student body vice president to vote on resolutions.

The proposal would also transfer powers of budget approval and constitutional changes to the Executive Cabinet and require the student body president to present all Executive Cabinet-approved constitutional changes to Senate before sending them into effect.

Prior to the vote, senators passed changes to the proposal, including the number of senators allowed to sit on the Executive Cabinet and requiring the student body president to report to Senate on all constitutional changes approved by the Executive Cabinet before signing those changes into effect.

Senators voted on, but did not approve, removal of the clause calling for the Executive Cabinet to approve the budget, a change presented at Wednesday's meeting and supported by Hallahan.

At Sunday's meeting, Hallahan said that he believed senators should discuss that issue at a later time.

"I think we should address the budget later because it won't even come up until March, and there are a lot of issues to discuss already," he said.

The long-term goal of this resolution, said Hallahan, was to form a Council of Representatives from the Executive Cabinet, which would represent every committee in student government. Currently, the Executive Cabinet represents all the committees except the Senate.

Senators agreed on the need for a single committee, but disagreed about the extent of power to be granted to it. The biggest concern centered on the amendment calling for the power to amend the constitution to be given to the Executive Cabinet before the Council of Representatives is formed.

"[The Council of Representatives] does not exist," said Amy Chambers, off-campus senator, during the meeting. "If we want to make big changes, we should form the group first, and then give them the power to amend the Constitution."

Hallahan disagreed, saying "If we say we want to wait and see, we will be saying 'We don't trust you,' and that will create an immediate division in the student government. Senate has all the power right now. All I'm asking is that this be put to the Senate."

But at the same time, Hallahan said that the Senate's vote Sunday wouldn't affect the report he is scheduled to present to the University's Board of Trustees on Thursday. Hallahan had said before Senate's action Sunday that his report would address student government issues in some manner.

"I think we're progressing on this, and I don't think it will affect [the report] too much. Hopefully by Wednesday we'll get something done, and I can report to that [the board]," he said. "I have no doubt that everything that we've been doing would have an impact on the report because it's going to get done."

ND officer charged with battery

By MEGHANNE DOWNES
News Editor

Elkhart County sheriffs arrested a Notre Dame security officer Wednesday for assaulting his seven-week-old baby and charged him with battery, after he admitted to the abusing the child, a local newspaper reported.

Timothy Clark, a 32-year-old security officer who has been employed by the University since September 2001, is on paid administrative leave until "this situation becomes clearer," University spokesman Matt Storin said.

According to the Elkhart Truth, police said Clark admitted Wednesday that he dropped, shook and spanked Samuel Clark, who was born on Aug. 19, some time between Sept. 29 and Oct. 6.

The Truth reported that the abuse investigation began after Timothy Clark and his wife, Elizabeth, took their son to St. Joseph Regional Medical Center Oct. 6, because he was vomiting. After examining the baby, hospital officials notified Child Protective Services of a potential abuse case, who then forwarded the case to police. Police did not indicate whether Elizabeth Clark took part in or was aware of the abuse.

Medical reports obtained by the Truth said the baby's injuries included a fractured skull and broken wrist, rib, leg and facial bone. The baby was hospitalized for at least three days, and it was not immediately clear if he remains at the St. Joseph Regional Medical Center. A spokesperson said.

Student body president Pat Hallahan speaks about campus policy. His proposal to change student government failed.

Hallahan still optimistic despite failure

By MAUREEN REYNOLDS
Associate News Editor

Despite the failure of his proposal to reorganize student government, student body president Pat Hallahan said he remains optimistic about the future of this resolution.

"It's very disappointing," said Hallahan after the meeting. "It was clear that the majority of Senators are for this resolution. I think it's going to get done."

But at the same time, Hallahan said that the Senate's vote Sunday wouldn't affect the report he is scheduled to present to the University's Board of Trustees on Thursday. Hallahan had said before Senate's action Sunday that his report would address student government issues in some manner.

"I think we're progressing on this, and I don't think it will affect [the report] too much. Hopefully by Wednesday we'll get something done, and I can report to that [the board]," he said. "I have no doubt that everything that we've been doing would have an impact on the report because it's going to get done."
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of American families expect to

have about $35,000 saved up to

pay college tuition by the time their

first child turns 18. This means that most families can expect to have saved between one and two years of college tuition. Although at some colleges, $35,000 translates into less than a year once room and board are factored in.

From 1992-2002, while inflation rose 28 percent, the average in-state cost of attending public schools rose 79 percent. The University of Arizona increased its tuition by more than 39 percent this year, and many other public colleges hiked up their tuition by disproportionate eye-popping amounts. Private institutions imposed similar tuition increases, raising the price of an education nearly 75 percent between 1992-2002, according to a 2002 report from CollegeBoard titled "Trends in College Pricing.

Although student financial aid increased more than the cost of college tuition and fees over the past decade, much of that growth has been through loans, not grants. Grants declined from half of all total aid to 39 percent in the past 11 years. Current students graduate from college with an average of $19,000 in debt, according to a 2002 National Student Loan Survey conducted by Nellie Mae, and students must frequently turn to increasing hours to take on debt.

All of these statistics point to a troubling problem in college education — simply put, college tuition is far too high. Administrators should be embarrassed that they have allowed college costs to skyrocket far beyond price increases due to inflation. It's time to take a serious look at why costs continue to rise.

Why must colleges spend exorbitant amounts of money on frills like $70 million student centers (Rhode Island)? How can administrators continue to view these items as necessities? Colleges should be comfortable places for students to live and to study, but are lavish expenses like these really necessary?

College officials need to do a better job of seriously examining expenditures. Faculty salaries, maintenance costs, financial aid expenditures — nothing should be left unquestioned. College students and their parents should demand greater accountability from school officials and receive more accessibility to financial data. It's time to do something serious about the cost of educating a student, before work-study programs turn into work-work programs.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

CORRECTIONS

In Friday's Scene review of Tartuffe, Elizabeth Rodrigues will face a misdemeanor charge, police said.

Bol plans to "become the world's tallest jockey" on Oct. 18. The tract, about 30 miles northeast of Indianapolis, said Bol will become a licensed jockey with the Indiana Horse Racing Commission in an effort to raise money for his native country. The news release did not offer further details on Bol's plans on the race track.

Information compiled from the Associated Press.

In BRIEF

Head over to Legends for the Monday Night Football Watch occurring today from 9 p.m. to midnight.

Attend a talk by Dana Gioia, director of the National Endowment for the Arts, titled "Can the NEA Matter? Arts Funding in the U.S." The lecture will be taking place Tues. from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

Get your exercise in at the Drop-In Floor Hockey today from 8:30 to 10 p.m. at Rolfs' Sports and Recreation Center, Court 1.

Hear graduate student Danielle Sveneave perform songs by composers including Robert Schuman and Franz Schubert. The event will take place from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Carey Auditorium, Hesburgh Library.

See the group Chicago Shakespeare Theater on Tour perform Romeo and Juliet Thursday from 8 to 10 p.m. in Washington Hall. Tickets are $15 for students and $25 for faculty and staff.

Join the group from Sharpen's Iron for prayer Thursday from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the LaPorte Ballroom.

Attend the lecture "Membranes, Motors and Microtubules: Where the Rubber Meets the Road," today in Galvin Life Sciences Room 283.

To submit information to be included in this section of The Observer, e-mail detailed information about an event to obsnews@nd.edu.
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"The running game. I think that was pretty obvious."

Brian Hambley
freshman
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"Julius Jones."
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Zahn

"The defense was great."

Mike Healey
freshman
Zahn

"I think we're gonna smoke Washington State by about 20 points, so the final score will be 50 to 30."

OFFBEAT

Apartment Tenant Kills Goats for Food

PAWTUCKET, R.I. — An apartment tenant has admitted he slaughtered two goats in the building in which he lives.

Neighbors called police Wednesday after seeing Pedro Rodrigues lead the goats into the building's basement. The neighbors later found a pool of blood on the basement floor.

Rodrigues told police he killed the goats, so a friend could cook them, the Times of Pawtucket reported. The 36-year-old said he slit their throats, and lay them on the floor to bleed out. Fearing that police may think he killed a person, Rodrigues had his friend produce the goats' carcasses.

City law prohibits residents from keeping goats and other livestock. Rodrigues will face a misdemeanor charge, police said.

NBA's Manute Bol to Become Tallest Jockey

ANDERSON, Ind. — Manute Bol, the 7-foot-7 former NBA player from the Sudan, plans to follow his brief stints in hockey and boxing with a venture into horse racing.

Hoosier Park announced Friday that Bol plans to "become the world's tallest jockey" on Oct. 18.

The track, about 30 miles northeast of Indianapolis, said Bol will become a licensed jockey with the Indiana Horse Racing Commission in an effort to raise money for his native country. The news release did not offer further details on Bol's plans on the race track.

Information compiled from the Associated Press.

Notre Dame students gather for Mass at the "Man's Weekend" retreat held this weekend in LaPorte, Ind. and sponsored by Campus Ministry.

Photo courtesy of Dawn Selinger
WASHINGTON — The investigation into who leaked the identity of an undercover CIA officer is shining a spotlight on a 30-year Justice Department prosecutor more accustomed to staying out of the public eye on even the biggest cases.

John Dion, a 57-year-old Notre Dame graduate, is chief of the agency’s counterespionage section, a group of a dozen career public servants who specialize in the government’s most sensitive national security investigations.

In recent years, these have included FBI spy Robert Hanssen, CIA spy Aldrich Ames and accused al-Qaida conspirator Zacarias Moussaoui.

As high-profile as those cases were, none included the political overtones of the CIA leak probe, which is focused on the White House and has drawn Democratic calls for appointment of a special counsel to remove possible conflicts of interest for Attorney General John Ashcroft.

The investigation concerns who leaked to several reporters the name of Valerie Plame, a CIA undercover officer married the name of Valerie Plame, a CIA undercover officer married to former Ambassador Joseph C. Wilson. The leak followed Wilson’s public charges that President Bush was manipulating intelligence to exaggerate the threat posed by Iraq.

Those who have worked with Dion say he will not shy away from advocating charges against any high-level Bush administration official if that’s where the investigation leads. “I have no doubt that John has all the independence necessary to do his job the right way,” said Paul McNulty, U.S. attorney for Virginia’s eastern district. “He is used to working on cases that get a lot of attention. He is a thoughtful, careful person.”

But not, associates say, a man who likes the limelight. That trait was underscored Wednesday at a Justice Department awards ceremony when Dion was jokingly introduced by Bruce Schwartz, a deputy assistant attorney general who is Dion’s immediate superior, as “a man whose name has been torn from today’s headlines.” Dion is declining all interview requests and even refuses to release a photograph of himself to news organizations.

He came to the Justice Department in 1973 as part of its honors program, shortly after graduating from George Washington University law school and the University of Notre Dame. He joined what then was called the internal security section in 1980, gradually rising through the ranks until he became acting chief in 1997 and chief in 2002.

Dion has twice received the John Marshall Award for Outstanding Achievement, one of the highest Justice Department awards: first in 1987 for work on the Walker family spy ring case and again in 1997 for espionage prosecutions of FBI agent Earl Pitts and CIA officer Harold Nicholson.

The Walker case involved a former Navy officer, John Walker Jr., and several family members who were convicted of spying for the Soviet Union. Pitts is serving a 27-year sentence for selling secrets to the Soviet Union and Russia; Nicholson was sentenced to 23 years in prison in 1997 for providing Russia with names of CIA officers and other classified documents.

Dion’s challenge in the CIA leak was underscored Thursday when four senior Democratic senators wrote in a letter to Bush that Ashcroft’s close ties to the White House will raise questions about the outcome of any investigation.

"I have no doubt that John has all the independence necessary to do his job the right way," said Paul McNulty, U.S. attorney for Virginia’s eastern district. “He is used to working on cases that get a lot of attention.”
Students run in marathon
Participants travel to Chicago for race

By NICOLE ZOOK
News Writer

While most students were sleeping Sunday morning, several Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students were attempting a near-impossible feat. The 26th annual Chicago Marathon kicked off at 8 a.m. Sunday and among its runners were Saint Mary's sophomore Mary Nelson, freshman Sara Nelson and their mother Diana, who all began training for the marathon months ahead.

"I first started training in April because of a triathlon, but the actual training starts in June," Sara Nelson said. "You get up to about 22, 24 miles. Then two weeks before the race, you start to taper (and) decrease gradually to prepare." The sisters agreed that "all the hard work was worth it." Both finished the 26.2 mile race, their first. Mary placed 100th in her division with a time of 4:59:45 and Sara, with a time of 4:39:55, placed 8th. "I felt like a million bucks," Sara said. "You get very caught up in the atmosphere, with all the people, and it's very inspiring. It's a huge adrenaline rush." Sara Nelson

marathon participant

"I'm looking forward to doing more — but not any time soon," Contact Nicole Zook at zoukn928@stmarys.edu
October.

Public health officials broke off, with health care workers joining at the top of their heads were separated by health care workers, who were put in the boys' heads to keep hundreds of stores closed.

Bolivian protesters killed California supermarket strike. "This is my policy. Any one of you who diverts from the policy is off the team." Bush and Cheney should respond that Kerry's change his position on the war every week in an attempt to pardon to his liberal anti-war base. Surely Sen. Kerry can't think Iraq and America would be better off with Saddam Hussein still in power.

Palestine prime minister to resign

Associated Press

WASHINGTON President Bush has lost control of Iraq policy because of infighting among administration officials, the leaders of the Executive Relations Committee said Sunday.

The administration also came under criticism from Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry for being unwilling to create a real sense of hope and alienating governments everywhere. "This is huge, this is big, this is not from-the-shelf diplomacy," the Massachusetts senator said.

The committee leaders urged Bush to take charge of U.S. postwar policy in Iraq. "The president has to be the president, over the vice president and over these secretaries," the chairman, Sen. Dick Lugar, said, quoted in NBC's "Meet the Press." Added the committee's top Democrat, Sen. Joseph Biden of Delaware: "There is no clear articulation within this administration of what the goals, what the message is, what the plan is. You have the significant disconnect within the administration between the Powell and the Rumsfelds."

Since early in the administration, Secretary of State Colin Powell has counseled a generally more moderate line than Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Even before the Iraq war in the spring, tales of tension and turf battles between their departments were widespread.

Asking what would tell Bush were the two to meet alone in the White House, Biden said, "I would say, 'Mr. President, take charge. Take charge. Settle this dispute.'"

Biden said Bush should tell Rumsfeld and Vice President Dick Cheney. "This is my policy. Any one of you who diverts from the policy is off the team."

Lugar also predicted that Bush, whose term he won in 1996 has expired, will retain over Palestinian armed forces, as well as procedural and personal issues. "Israel and the United States insist Arafat hand over authority, charging he is tainted by terrorism. Palestinians deny that and say Arafat is their elected president — although the term he won in 1996 has expired."

Qureia currently heads an emergency Cabinet that Arafat appointed by decree a week ago. When that Cabinet's term expires in three weeks, Qureia was set to form a more permanent government subject to approval by Palestinian legislators. But Qureia said Sunday after his meeting of the central committee of Arafat's ruling Fatah party that a new government will be formed in about three weeks "with a new prime minister, too."

Some observers viewed that statement as one of frustration. If Qureia quits, he would be the second prime minister in five weeks to resign over disputes with Arafat, casting doubt on whether Arafat will ever relinquish power to allow a new premier to succeed.
Ayodhya, 300 miles east of New Delhi, the Babri mosque was built on the site of an earlier Hindu temple honored by Muslims on the site of an 16th century mosque. Hindus believe it would have allowed four senators to sit on the Executive Cabinet, thus forming a body that would have representatives from every student government group called the Council of Representatives. Hindus believe it would have allowed four senators to sit on the Executive Cabinet, thus forming a body that would have representatives from every student government group called the Council of Representatives.

India

Police arrest 1,500 Hindu nationalists

Associated Press

LUCKNOW — Police arrested 1,500 Hindu nationalists in India's largest state over the weekend for fear their new campaign to build a temple at the site of a razed 16th century mosque could lead to violence, officials said Sunday.

Most of those arrested since Saturday were members of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, or the World Hindu Council, and the hard-liner Hindu political party, Shiv Sena, officials in Uttar Pradesh state said Sunday.

The council has called a rally on Oct. 17 to demand Hindus be allowed to build a temple in the city of Ayodhya, 300 miles east of New Delhi.

Hindu hard-liners believe the Babri mosque was built by Muslims on the site of an earlier Hindu temple honoring their supreme god, Rama. Muslims say there's no proof of that and oppose Hindus plans to build a temple there.

On Friday, the High Court in Uttar Pradesh ordered the state government to prevent religious activity near the site in Ayodhya while the court reviews the decades-old Hindu-Muslim dispute.

At a huge gathering in 1992, thousands of Hindu activists razed the Babri Mosque with spades, crowbars and bare hands.

That triggered a year of Hindu-Muslim violence that killed 2,000 people across India. On Saturday nearly 1,300 Shiv Sena members were arrested as they tried to hold a meeting in Ayodhya, said Rajeev Sabarwal, a senior official of police.

Police detained another 200 people traveling by trains to Ayodhya.

Many were wearing safety vests and traveling in large, slogan-shouting groups, police said.

"The activists will go by bus or hitch a ride or walk all the distance, but will reach Ayodhya," Ved Prakash Sachan, a Hindu nationalist, said. The activists included two Shiv Sena lawmakers, a key constituent of Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee's 19-party coalition.

Chief Secretary Akhand Pratap Singh, the state's top bureaucrat, said the Associated Press the detained would be sent home and prevented from attending the Oct. 17 meeting.

The Hindu council has pledged to go ahead with its plans despite the court order, said Prabhu Narain Singh, a senior official of the council, adding that 300,000 are expected to attend.

Hindu nationalist leader Ved Prakash Sachan said despite the government crackdown, the activists "will go by bus, or hitch a ride or walk all the distance, but will reach Ayodhya."

Railways Ministry spokeswoman Gitanjali Kame said trains going to Ayodhya had been canceled and others going to the area had been diverted.

Hallahan continued from page 1

working toward with that resolution will come to be." Hallahan supported this resolution because he believed it would facilitate better cooperation between groups within student government as well as make students' government more efficient. Before the meeting, he talked with senators to answer their questions and try to get support for the resolution.

"I tried to talk to as many senators as I could over the last few days and I was able to get in touch with many of them," Hallahan said.

If the resolution had passed, it would have allowed four senators to sit on the Executive Cabinet, thus forming a body that would have representatives from every student government group called the Council of Representatives.

Police arrest 1,500 Hindu nationalists

Associated Press

LUCKNOW — Police arrested 1,500 Hindu nationalists in India's largest state over the weekend for fear their new campaign to build a temple at the site of a razed 16th century mosque could lead to violence, officials said Sunday.

Most of those arrested since Saturday were members of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, or the World Hindu Council, and the hard-liner Hindu political party, Shiv Sena, officials in Uttar Pradesh state said Sunday.

The council has called a rally on Oct. 17 to demand Hindus be allowed to build a temple in the city of Ayodhya, 300 miles east of New Delhi.

Hindu hard-liners believe the Babri mosque was built by Muslims on the site of an earlier Hindu temple honoring their supreme god, Rama. Muslims say there's no proof of that and oppose Hindus plans to build a temple there.

On Friday, the High Court in Uttar Pradesh ordered the state government to prevent religious activity near the site in Ayodhya while the court reviews the decades-old Hindu-Muslim dispute.

At a huge gathering in 1992, thousands of Hindu activists razed the Babri Mosque with spades, crowbars and bare hands.

That triggered a year of Hindu-Muslim violence that killed 2,000 people across India. On Saturday nearly 1,300 Shiv Sena members were arrested as they tried to hold a meeting in Ayodhya, said Rajeev Sabarwal, a senior official of police.

Police detained another 200 people traveling by trains to Ayodhya.

Many were wearing safety vests and traveling in large, slogan-shouting groups, police said.

"The activists will go by bus or hitch a ride or walk all the distance, but will reach Ayodhya," Ved Prakash Sachan, a Hindu nationalist, said. The activists included two Shiv Sena lawmakers, a key constituent of Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee's 19-party coalition.

Chief Secretary Akhand Pratap Singh, the state's top bureaucrat, said the Associated Press the detained would be sent home and prevented from attending the Oct. 17 meeting.

The Hindu council has pledged to go ahead with its plans despite the court order, said Prabhu Narain Singh, a senior official of the council, adding that 300,000 are expected to attend.

Hindu nationalist leader Ved Prakash Sachan said despite the government crackdown, the activists "will go by bus, or hitch a ride or walk all the distance, but will reach Ayodhya."

Railways Ministry spokeswoman Gitanjali Kame said trains going to Ayodhya had been canceled and others going to the area had been diverted.

Hallahan said he will still invite four Senators to come to today's Executive Cabinet meeting.

"I'm going to invite four Senators to come to the meeting as the resolution would have mandated. We need to get to work," he said.

At the meeting, senators expressed concerns about the powers and goals of the proposed group.

They disagreed on allowing the new organization the sole power to amend the Constitution. Hallahan addressed these concerns after the meeting.

"I think some [senators] had concerns about what this group is going to look like," Hallahan said. "Hopefully at tomorrow's (Executive Cabinet) meeting, we will decide what needs to happen next, and we'll go back to Senate with that recommendation."

Contact Maureen Reynolds at mreynold@nd.edu

The Fourth Annual Notre Dame Erasmus Lectures

The Honorable John T. Noonan, Jr., Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, distinguished historian of the law and Christianity

DEEPENING THE DOCTRINE:
Eight Lectures on the Development of Catholic Moral Teaching

Tuesday Out of Difficulties Comes Development
October 14

Thursday The Test of the Teaching
October 16

The lectures will begin at 5 p.m. in the Law School Courtroom. The series concludes October 16.

Way to go buddy.
You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101, but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That's where we come in.

Write for News. Call for 1-5323.
Receives boosts California retail

LOS ANGELES — Businesses big and small shared the estimated $107 million pumped into California's economy by the recall.

The biggest campaign expense — $27 million recorded to date — has been for television or cable airtime, according to financial disclosures filed with the state. But other beneficiaries included campaign buses, hand-picked gathering and companies renting everything from computers to cars.

They all got a piece of the $55 million spent so far by the campaigns as well as the estimated $25 million it took to stage last Tuesday's election, according to an Orange County Region September 20-23 telephone poll released Sunday.

"It seems almost a cottage industry," said Jack Kyser, senior economist for the Los Angeles Development Research and Manufacturers of America spent the money lobbying Congress and federal agencies in the first half of this year, the most the group has ever spent in a reporting period, according to Associated Press.

WASHINGTON — The pharmaceutical industry's trade group spent $8.5 million in lobbying this year as it worked against a bill to allow importation of government-approved drugs.

The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America spent the money lobbying Congress and federal agencies in the first half of this year, the most the group has ever spent in a reporting period, according to Associated Press.

"It was fabulous. She goes from strength to strength," said Paul McCartney, the designer's father, who was on hand with his very pregnant wife, Heather. "It's getting better all the time.

One slenderly offered was a see-through, triangular mustard dressing her chest of old fabrics, and colored sunglasses had designs of butterflies in motion. But McCartney only gave a gentle nod to the lepi-dopteran motif. Across town, Valentino went bower on the butterfly theme, using it on shoulder prints, brushes, and even sandals.

"The Italian designer's approach also included light, lacy themes, but was generally more sober, including gowns or dresses that would wear equally well at work or on a night out in town. "Valentino has elegance," said Naomi Campbell, who graced the catwalk in outfits including a turquoise evening gown covered with shell peardons. His styles "feel like the old Hollywood, like in Elizabeth Taylor movies," she said.

Big silver sequin bowls adorned shiny stretch tops. Embroidered aprons were clever, and there was an extra-long embroidered, flower-printed shirt and matching skirt.

At the Rodin Museum, Yves Saint Laurent gave this season its biggest dose of black. Bouffant-haired models pranced out in sizzling black embroidered evening gowns, trench coats in black with gold buttons, baggy black pants or a black velour cape over a bathing suit. Designer Tom Ford showed a penchant for low cuts, giving the fashion house's legendary women's tuxedo a black vest that opened up from the naval. Heels seemed almost invariably stiletto, many in black and white with crystal-looking insets.

Among the more colorful pieces were a scaly dress in golden paillettes, and a comfortable, close-fitting dress in a sharp tangerine tone.

Louis Vuitton certainly provided a summertime feel by setting its show in a swimming glass hallway that became scorchingly hot. But as the high-energy show began, black curtains came down, and a light show with the famed company logo darted over the faces in the crowd.
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Bush's trip affected by economy

WASHINGTON — A nine-day trip to Asia and Australia might seem a welcome respite to President Bush, who is being rebuffed by European powers and frustrated by criticism at home over Iraq, a CIA-leak investigation and a political scandal.

But even across the Pacific, some difficult issues will pursue him, including the loss of millions of U.S. jobs.

To many in the United States, China and other low-wage Asian countries are prime culprits in the drying up of jobs from American workers. With Democratic presidential candidates making noises about this issue, it is sure to factor prominently on the campaign trail next year.

As Bush travels through Asia, he faces the challenge of a political balancing act: addressing domestic concerns mindful of his audience back home while trying to placate foreign hosts who want more trade and economic concessions from Washington in exchange for their help fighting terrorism.

"It's a tough assignment. He has to try to appeal to both audiences," said former Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., director of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.

"He's got to be a strong advocate of the American economy, and he's got to go forward with open trade, and of course he's going to have to stress ter-
BELARUS

Mental patients killed in hospital fire

Associated Press

MINSK — A fire believed to have been set by a psychiatric patient engulfed a Belarusian mental hospital Sunday, killing 42 patients and setting much of the century-old wooden building to ash.

One of the 42 patients who lived at the hospital in the village of Randilovshchina, some 150 miles west of the capital, Minsk, was missing. Emergency officials said they did not know whether he ran away or died in the pre-dawn blaze.

Another 31 patients had minor injuries, officials said. No hospital staff were in the building when the fire started. A spokeswoman for President Alexander Lukashenko, Natalya Petkivich, said the fire was set by a patient who had tried to burn down the building twice before. The patient was among those killed.

But Igor Zarembo, a duty officer at the Emergency Situations Ministry, said investigators were also considering a second possibility — that the fire resulted from carelessness on the part of the staff.

A nurse and an orderly were sleeping in a separate building on hospital grounds when the fire broke out, Zarembo said. When they awoke to screams and the smell of smoke, they apparently panicked and tried to put out the fire and rescue patients themselves, instead of immediately calling for help.

"As a result of such poorly trained staff members, by the time emergency personnel arrived, one and a half of the hospital’s wings was completely engulfed in flames and the deficit in staff and equipment had collapsed," Emergency Situations Ministry Deputy Minister Vyaty Antanov told Belarusian television.

The patients were men and women aged 30 to 60, deemed unable to function independently and whose relatives refused to care for them. They all lived in the one-story wooden building constructed in 1905 with locked doors and bars on the windows.

Zarembo said he now understands that after the fire broke, the patients’ rooms were also locked.

The nurse and the orderly unlocked all the doors they could, but some rooms were already cut off by flames, Zarembo said.

The building was divided into two wings separated by a stone wall, and the wing where the fire began was destroyed, he said. Damage was less severe in the other half.

Human rights activists said the fire was a result of the dismal state of Belarus' psychiatric hospitals, which are mostly young foreigners — including seven Americans. Similar memorial services were held in London and across Australia, which lost 88 citizens, the most of any country.

In Sydney, several hundred thousand mourners gathered in a cavernous amphitheater on Bali Island. The day ended with a moment of silence at 11:08 p.m., the same time suicide bombers blew up the Sari Club and Paddy’s bar, killing mostly young foreigners — including seven Americans. Similar memorial services were held in London and across Australia, which lost 88 citizens, the most of any country.

Columbia medical center investigated

Associated Press

NEW YORK — A whistle-blowing veterinarian has exposed a Columbia University's prestigious medical center in a protracted dispute after alleging that baboons and other lab animals suffered cruel or negligent treatment.

A year after veterinarian Caterina Dell'Orto complained to senior medical center officials, the case remains close as humanly possible, "The extent to which some of these procedures have continued, that's disturbing," he told The Associated Press. "It's as if no one is holding this issue accountable."

"The extent to which some of these procedures have continued, that's disturbing," he told The Associated Press. "It's as if no one is holding this issue accountable."

But in no way do we find it a problem to have the initial response, she sifted through other violations of regulations poor record-keeping and became concerned that the record raised — we want people to come forward if they think there are problems."

Dell'Orto has left the university, contending she was shunned after speaking up, but she continues to press her case.

Columbia, meanwhile, has implemented reforms based on some of her complaints, but certain allegations of abusive or negligent treatment remain. Dell'Orto has complained about lack of traction.

"It was so sad walking past those photos," said Saari Wedemeyer, a 19-year-old whose friend was killed.
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"A love story of astonishing power and delicious comedy . . . humane, richly comic, almost unbearably touching and altogether extraordinary."

—Newsweek

A mysterious and haunting tale of romance and murder, that begins with the marriage of a man and a woman in love.

"A luminous narrative that rivals the most remarkable stories of man's struggles against the sea."

—Philadelphia Inquirer

Coming Soon! The Marquez Autobiography - Living to Tell the Tale

Earn Free Books! See store for details.
Texas redistricting plan passed

Associated Press

AUSTIN — A six-month battle in the Texas Legislature ended Sunday when the Senate passed a congressional redistricting plan in a third special legislative session.

The bill now goes to Republican Gov. Rick Perry, who is expected to sign it into law.

The new map, approved 17-14 in the Senate, likely will give Republicans the majority in the Texas congressional delegation that is now ruled 17-15 by Democrats.

Democrats have opposed every attempt by Republicans to pass a new plan, saying the current congressional boundaries drawn by a court in 2001 should remain in place. Republicans say current voting trends show Texas should have more GOP representation in Washington.

Republicans have said they could gain as many as six additional seats in the delegation. Democrats said the map would add seven Republicans.

The bill's passage ends six months of strange twists, including two walkouts by Democrats, three special sessions and harsh Republican inflighting.

While the legislative battle over congressional redistricting is over, the feud continues. Democrats have pledged to take their fight to court.

Republicans were hoping to end the redistricting debate last week, as the House moved swiftly to approve the map Friday. But the Senate held off its vote to wait for the House to approve an unrelated bill to reorganize some parts of state government.

By the time that bill was eligible in the House on Friday, there were not enough state representatives left at the Capitol for a quorum. The House reconvened Sunday and approved the government reorganization bill, according to pressure from the Senate.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst previously said the Senate would not approve the redistricting map until the House passed the reorganization bill.

"I do not want to be held hostage by the Senate," said Republican state Rep. Carter Casteel, who helped write the measure. "I am sad that I'm standing here today asking you to vote against a bill that I helped author."

Escaped PA inmate still at large

Associated Press

WILKES-BARRE, Pa. — An inmate who escaped down a 60-foot long rope of bedsheets removed a seventh-floor jail window without the aid of any tools, and similar windows are vulnerable, the warden said Sunday.

Hugo Selenski, suspected in the murders of five people found buried in his yard, escaped Friday by climbing down a rope assembled from 12 prison-issue bedsheets. Luzerne County Correctional Facility Warden Gene Ficht said Selenski remained at large Sunday.

The escape occurred at about 9:30 p.m., near the end of a two-hour period during which individual cells are unlocked and inmates in the overcrowded maximum-security unit are permitted to socialize.

Selenski, 30, and cellmate Scott Bolcon walked into another inmate's unoccupied cell and removed a window used in a failed 1990 escape.

IRAQ

Seventh car bombing kills 8

Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Suicide attackers struck again Sunday in Iraq, this time with twin car bombs in the heart of Baghdad that fell short of a hotel full of Americans but exploded on a busy commercial street, killing six bystanders and wounding dozens, U.S. military and Iraqi officials said.

The Pentagon said gunfire from Iraqi guards and U.S. personnel aborted the drivers' plan to hit the Baghdad Hotel, home to officials of the U.S.-led occupation authority here and reportedly some members of Iraq's interim Governing Council.

At least one guard was reported among the dead, the two bombers also were presumed killed. One member of the 22-seat Governing Council, Mouwafak al-Rubai, told Al-Jazeera satellite television he suffered a slight hand injury.

It was the seventh fatal vehicle bombing in Iraq since early August, attacks that have taken more than 140 lives.

FREE SCREENING

CNN Documentary explores challenges of our education system by following four new Teach For America teachers working in some of the nation's toughest schools.
Celebrating genocide under the Dome

Early in the morning, Oct. 12, 1492, a sailor aboard the Pinta glimpsed in the distance — it was Guanahani, a Bahamian Island. The next day, Christopher Columbus' crew of 90 set foot on the its soil. Rechristening it San Salvador, and claiming it for Spain, he concluded their voyage begun in August that year. The rest, as they say, is history. This is how the pretty version goes. And, like Congress, unfortunately, Notre Dame seems to support it. In particular, this off-putting vignetted adorns a hallway in the Main Building; prostrate Taino receiving Columbus. Is this right? Did this man deserve his glorified place under our beloved Dome, let alone his own holiday? The "discovery" of the rest of the world is something worth celebrating. Not in this pose. This is something I have to take issue with for a couple reasons. For example: Can complex cultural conundrums of people be "discovered?" Isn't that claim both racist and Eurocentric? And, that question aside, what about the archaeological evidence in Newfoundland of 11th century Nordic settlements? Or British fisherman on the Canadian shores? At least he proved the world was round, right? Nope. The Egyptian-Greek confluence and diameter of the world in the third century B.C. Arab scientists had pioneered. The circumference and diameter of the world in the third century A.D. Al Maqshi described the earth with 360 degrees of longitude and 180 degrees of latitude. The Monastery of St. Catherine in the Sinai still has an icon showing Jesus ruling over a spheroid, right? Nope. The Egyptian-Greek confluence and diameter of the world in the third century A.D. Al Maqshi described the earth with 360 degrees of longitude and 180 degrees of latitude. The Monastery of St. Catherine in the Sinai still has an icon showing Jesus ruling over a spheroid, right? Nope. The Egyptian-Greek confluence and diameter of the world in the third century A.D. Al Maqshi described the earth with 360 degrees of longitude and 180 degrees of latitude. The Monastery of St. Catherine in the Sinai still has an icon showing Jesus ruling over a spheroid, right? Nope. The Egyptian-Greek confluence and diameter of the world in the third century A.D. Al Maqshi described the earth and the Europeans' arrival, three-fourths of the Taino were cut off their hands, their feet were branded and they were left to bleed to death. But we stick with the romanticized, tenacious "official" line, however: we just pretend our ancestors were prone to European diseases, especially smallpox. They spread like wildfire, ravaging the native population. Third, there was slave export. Directly after his so-called discovery, he took natives as slaves, seizing 1,200 from the island of Hispaniola. They were paraded naked through the streets of Seville, then sold as slaves in 1496. Columbus blamed the trail for slavery in the Americas. It was after there weren't any natives left that the Europeans turned to Africa. By 1555, from murder, disease and slave export, the Taino were all but eradicated. Not surprisingly, many are reminded by this of the Holocaust. But unlike the Holocaust, where an estimated two-thirds of European Jews were killed, this genocide was total. And not only were the Taino entirely eradicated, but nearly all cultural traces were, as well. What were Columbus' intentions? Each one is based on greed and glory. He sought a quicker route to Asia for spice merchants — trade was priority, then as now. He sought the one-through-the riches promised to him by Queen Isabella. He sought to forcibly convert them to Christianity. We live in an era where imperialism and genocide still haunt the world. Columbus serves as such a perfect symbol of the two. And the legacy of Columbus is still felt today. In the richest country in the world, the poorest ethnic group is the Native Americans. It's unclear why the University is so bent on exalting him, a man so aptly replaced and arrested in 1495. Does the administration plan on putting up some Himmels murals? Would President Malloy offer himself as the model, as President Walsh did for the Columbus mural? Mike Gregory?

Of course not. The apologia of Columbus should by now have become an embarrassing cultural relic. But somehow, it has persevered through the years. It needs no real moral clarity, to do its part in ending this curious secular mythology, this pretense of honesty one of history's most dishonorable figures. The prospect of moving Columbus Day to the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November — to honor democracy instead of empire — and renaming it Election Day is pretty remote. But starting small, acting locally, isn't. Doing away with the offensive Columbus murals would be a fine start.
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I think that few of the founding principles of this country are as misunderstood as that of separation of church and state. According to today's mainstream liberal interpretation, this article of our Constitution is translated to mean that the state cannot be influenced by the religious convictions of its constituents. This obviously cannot be the idea upon which our Constitution was founded. The preamble to the Declaration of Independence specifically states that our rights are inalienable precisely because God created us and endowed us to us. Similarly, our political system requires people to take oaths of office which call upon God to help them fulfill their civic duties. Even our currency bears witness to the role God played in forming our country. Rather, I would contend that the First Amendment is an attempt to protect religion from government involvement.

It states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." While we may not pass a law that institutionalizes a particular religion so as to prefer a certain way of life over another, there is no absolutely guarantee that people being ashamed of being Catholic. We can not use the First Amendment as a scapegoat; it does not give license for cowardice or for dissension within the Church. Active evangelization of the world in a natural way, through the ordinary lives that we lead, is a necessary characteristic of a disciple of Jesus. A true love for Christ naturally permeates the lives of his disciples. Consequently, Christianity requires us to live out our beliefs, not to hide them. From prayer at meals, to supporting the sanctity of marriage and of life, we cannot claim to be disciples of Jesus and not follow his Church.

As soon as heads of state claim religious authority, this amendment is violated. However, this article does not exclude our political leaders from being deeply religious individuals who attempt to govern according to God's will. Indeed, their right to do so is expressly protected under the First Amendment. The idea that one can encapsulate their religious beliefs and insulate the rest of the world from them is ridiculous for anyone to honestly purport. A person's beliefs inevitably influence their philosophy, how they choose to live their life and how they vote. Attempts to remove references to God from our civic lives would not constitute the separation of church and state; rather, it would be the indoctrination of atheism, a religion unto itself.

We must not be ashamed of the Gospel, and I am afraid that a liberal interpretation of the First Amendment encourages just that: people being ashamed of being Catholic. We can not use the First Amendment as a scapegoat; it does not give license for cowardice or for dissension within the Church. Active evangelization of the world in a natural way, through the ordinary lives that we lead, is a necessary characteristic of a disciple of Jesus. A true love for Christ naturally permeates the lives of his disciples. Consequently, Christianity requires us to live out our beliefs, not to hide them. From prayer at meals, to supporting the sanctity of marriage and of life, we cannot claim to be disciples of Jesus and not follow his Church.

I guess it comes down to a simple question: If someone made the claim that you were a Catholic Christian, would there be any evidence to back it up? Andrew Henrick

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Church-state separation misunderstood

I don't understand that although an average of 80 percent of each incoming class participated in varsity athletics, some played different sports? How can people claim that our institution is anything but diverse? Just because we have more males, Latinos, and Catholics per square foot than any school in the United States, maybe even the world, doesn’t change the fact that we are diverse! Notre Dame even promotes diversity, of course. If you add a “s” and “a’s” and “and,” then take away the “o” and the “m” and the “a,” then you get the point.

We promote diversity! Although “alternative lifestyles” aren’t accepted, that doesn’t mean they don’t exist. Sure, we don’t recognize them officially, but sometimes we let them advertise in The Observer. Besides, alternative lifestyles happen all the time here. Every single day I see people alternating between working out at Bovis and the Rock. We see diversity in so much more than ethnicity or cultural heritage. We have tall people, short people and even somewhat people. We have both squirrels AND chimpanzees; geese AND ducks; rain AND snow. And if I am not mistaken, DeBartolo is definitely not an Irish last name, is it?

We are so diverse that even our diversity is diverse. Not everyone that comes to this school is from Chicago or Ohio, for instance. Personally, I am from the great state of North Carolina. You see, even I add to our diversity. Hey, not everyone is pre-med either. OK, so maybe the freshman class has a disproportionate amount of pre-med majors, but that will change. They still have time. Hey, who wants to walk around the lakes the first weekend with a lowly art major after partiales have broken up all the dorm parties? If you are going to marry the first person with whom you frolic on dark scary paths, late at night, while still buzzed from excessive warm Natty-Light consumption, you might as well aim high.

I am proud of our diversity. The University is even finding new, exciting ways to make us even more so. (Note to self: University diversity rhymes.) If smoking is banned from campus, for instance, then people will have to choose between Nicorette and the Patch, yet another example of diversity. I am more of a gum person myself, but someone else may need that 24-hour protection the patch provides. Even the new alcohol policy promotes diversity. OK, so not really, but I am sure if you think hard enough you could pretend it did. Let’s join our diversely-shaped hands with those of our administration and promote even more diversity.

Every single person on this campus, from the faculty, to the staff, to the students, to Monk Malloy himself, has a different set of fingerprints. Nowhere else but Notre Dame will you find a more diverse student body of individuals who all played diverse sports, are members of a diverse range of clubs and service organizations and come from such a diverse range of upper-middle class suburban backgrounds. Hey, even our GPAs in high school were diverse. Some people made 4.00s, and some 3.99s, and if schools used that to help them fulfill their civic duties. Even our currency bears witness to the role God played in forming our country. Rather, I would contend that the First Amendment is an attempt to protect religion from government involvement.

It states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." While we may not pass a law that institutionalizes a particular religion so as to prefer a certain way of life over another, there is no absolutely guarantee that people being ashamed of being Catholic. We can not use the First Amendment as a scapegoat; it does not give license for cowardice or for dissension within the Church. Active evangelization of the world in a natural way, through the ordinary lives that we lead, is a necessary characteristic of a disciple of Jesus. A true love for Christ naturally permeates the lives of his disciples. Consequently, Christianity requires us to live out our beliefs, not to hide them. From prayer at meals, to supporting the sanctity of marriage and of life, we cannot claim to be disciples of Jesus and not follow his Church.

I guess it comes down to a simple question: If someone made the claim that you were a Catholic Christian, would there be any evidence to back it up? Andrew Henrick

EDITORIAL CARTOON

"IT'S QUITE A SCENE HERE, BOB. WITH THE HELP OF THE NEW IRAQ STABILIZATION GROUP AND THE US STATE DEPARTMENT, JUBILANT IRAQIS PUSH DOWN RONALD REAGAN'S STATUE."
There was an invasion Saturday night in Chicago. Popular southern California independent label, Drive-Thru Records sent their "Drive-Thru Invasion Tour" all over the country and the world to expose the masses to both the newer additions to the label and the older, staple bands that Drive-Thru fans have loved for years. It is amazing to see the fierce loyalty that the fans have to a single record label and how those fans were excited to see all five bands that graced the stage in the old Riviera Theatre. 

Promptly at 6 p.m., the lights dimmed as Ace Enders, guitarist and vocalist of The Early November, took the stage alone with only an acoustic guitar in hand. He explained that they were going to start this set a little different than usual because the previous night in Milwaukee bassist, Sergio Anello had knocked him out during the set, giving him a concussion. The pace of the set changed and after Enders played the first song, Joe Marron on guitar, Jeff Krummer on drums, and Anello joined him onstage to blow away the crowd with their powerful melodies. 

Despite the fact that some fans had only heard a few songs from their new album, "That's How You're Too Cold," which was released Oct. 7, many were continually impressed during their six-song set. Enders stated during the show that this was the band's first time in Chicago, but you wouldn't have been able to tell from the crowd participation and the raw energy coming from the stage. They decided to show it down again as they played "Sunday Drive" as the fourth song in their set. 

The Early November finished up with some surprise guests. When they were playing a new song off of their new album, Kenny Vassoli of The Starting Line rushed onto the stage to sing with the band. Then, during their last song, Adam Lohrbach of Home Grown joined in the mix to help finish up a great set. 

The second band of the night was Senses Fail, a young New Jersey band whose members were between 16 and 21 years old. Senses Fail is made up of Buddy Nielsen on lead vocals, Dave Miller on guitar and vocals, Garrett Zablocki on guitar and vocals, Mike Glita on bass and vocals and Dan Trapp on drums. This band roared onto the stage and ripped through their set as Nielsen held the crowd in the palm of his hand by jumping out onto the guitar rail and leaning close to the fans several times.

This was the most heavy and hardcore band of the night as they kept the crowd jumping and screaming along with vocals. The highlights of the set were fan-favorites, "Stephen" and "One Eight Seven," and their first single, "Freefall Without A parachute." For being young, Senses Fail has a very mature style of what sounds like a good cross between hardcore and punk rock and I am excited to see what they will do in the future.

Next on the bill were the old men of the night, Home Grown, an Orange County-based band that has been together for seven years. Adam Lohrbach, bass and vocals, and his band made up of Darren Reynolds, John Tran, and Dan Hammond came out and entertained the crowd with several songs off of their last release humorously titled, "Kings of Pop." With their fast and furious playing and their catchy lyrics, this punk band did not disappoint. Among the songs they played were "Kiss Me," "Diss Me," "Give It Up," "Second Best," and personal favorite, "I Love You, NOT!" where Tran proudly states, "I think you're hot but I love you not!"

As far as maturity goes, this band is lacking in all the right areas because they were able to keep the crowd jumping along to the fast pace of their songs. Though this is a band that has not gained the popularity of some of their labelmates, Home Grown reminded me why I listened to them in the past and why others should listen to them in the future.

After a short delay, Chicago-based Allister took the stage clad in dress shirts and ties to the delight of the hometown crowd. They had broken out into "Radio Player," a good fast-paced song to open their set. It was obvious that a significant portion of the crowd was there to see Allister who is managed by one of Tim Allister on guitar and vocals, Scott Murphy on bass and vocals, Mike Leverence on drums and Kyle Lewis on
guitar. The band played catchy tunes from their latest release, "Last Stop Suburbia" such as "Overrated" and "Scratch" and dug into their history playing old favorite, "Moper." After informing the crowd that the Cubs were winning 6-0, the band stated that they would be going into the studio to record a new album. They then played a new song called "Rewind" and were joined onstage by one of their many former members to assist in singing.

This was a trend during the Allister set as they started into their last two songs of the night there was continued side-stage participation. During the punchy "None of My Friends Are Punks," two members of the road crew ran around the stage dancing and singing. That led up to the last song of the night for them, "Somewhere On Fullerton," which is one of their most popular songs thus far. The crowd went nuts and so did the stage, as it seemed that everyone who was on the side came running out to sing and dance to the song that many Chicago kids can relate to about how happy this band is growing up. They would frequent concerts on Fullerton Street where they would frequent concerts growing up.

The final act of the night was The Starting Line, who entered the stage to a piano arrangement, which they began tooup by playing their instruments along with the recording. A banner dropped bearing their name as they started into "Given the Chance," which is a song about how happy this band is to have been given the chance to follow their dreams. This energetic Pennsylvania based quartet made up of Kenny Vasoli on bass and lead vocals, Matt Watts on guitar, Mike Golla on guitar and vocals and Tom Gryskiewicz on drums, has taken the pop-punk world by storm, invading not only the Riviera stage that night but also radio and television spots nationally.

They kept the pace up by aggressively playing "Hello Houston," and then older song, "Three's a Charm." They played almost every song off of their latest release, "Say It Like You Mean It" and slowed it down with "Make Yourself At Home," from the unreleased EP, which shares the same name.

The highlight of the show was the catchy "Left Coast Envy." They finished up their set by informing the crowd they would be leaving for to record a new album which they are hoping will be released early next year and playing their radio hit, "Best of Me" as a shower of confetti fell from the rafters.

After leaving the stage for a shade under a minute the band returned as Vasoli stated, "Now that we're done with the work it's time to party!" He then had the crowd sing the new Justin Timberlake song, "Senorita," splitting up the girls and the guys to sing their own respective parts mimicking exactly how Timberlake does in the song. After stating that was "the best crowd participation we've had yet," The Starting Line began their encore containing the B&B turned punk theme with "I'm Real," a cover song written by J-Lo and Ja Rule, which can be found on the "Pop Goes Punk" music compilation, and finished with the last song from their album, "This Ride." They exited the stage to ramping applause and cheers in appreciation for the job well done.

The first ever Drive-Thru Invasion Tour was seemingly a replacement for the fact that the record label did not have a stage at this summer's Van's Warped Tour and many of their acts did not make any appearances on that tour. Though they had the right idea with this concert, it would have been better served to have a stage on Warped Tour or to send out a larger number of their bands on a tour this summer. Though the concept is excellent, five bands is a lot to take in at an indoor venue no matter how short their sets are. The show was very well executed, though, and the road crew moved things along fairly quickly.

It is obvious that this record label acts as a family to its bands because they all seem to get along very well, each band plugging the others throughout the sets vocally and by wearing their T-shirts. This made for a fun show with the only complaint being that the sets were all fairly short as compared to normal length sets. Overall, this was a good show that provided quality entertainment for a good price.

Contact Maureen Bush at bush3328@saintmarys.edu
MIAMI – Josh Beckett and the Florida Marlins put history on hold – at least for a couple of days.

With the Chicago Cubs set to clinch their first World Series title in 58 years, Beckett buzzed Sammy Sosa in pitching a two-hitter and loading the Marlins to a 4-0 win Sunday in Game 5 of the National League Championship Series.

Ivan Rodriguez, Mike Lowell and Jeff Conine homered and the Marlins played the role of championship series.

Game 5 of the National League Championship Series。

Beckett said. "It was pretty ignorant. I'm not trying to hit him.

Even with nearly a century of failure in their past, the Cubs aren't about to panic. At least not yet.

Mark Prior is set to start in Game 6 Tuesday night against Florida's Carl Pavano. If his day's needed, fellow rookie Kerry Wood would pitch Game 7 the next day as Chicago tries to reach the Series for the first time since 1945.

"We're confident with those guys on the mound, especially after, Cubs manager Dusty Baker said.

The Cubs already had made arrangements with the Marlins to use champagne chilling in the Florida clubhouse for a celebration, if necessary. It wasn't.

"I had an idea we were going to go back home," Baker said. "Now we're going back to our fans and our people, and it's going to be exciting and elec-

tractive.

Florida had its bags packed for Chicago well before the game began. The Marlins looked for any edge to prolong the series, as evidenced by their Sunday morning chapel service at the stadium.

"It was a little more motivational than usual and we had a lot more people there," team chaplain Chris Lane said.

Not that the Marlins needed any extra help with Beckett on the mound.

"Once again, it all starts with pitching," Marlins manager Jack McKeon said. "When we get good pitching, we can be trouble some.

At 23, the hard-throwing righty pitched the best game of his young career, allowing only two singles and a walk. He shut down a Cubs team that had totaled 33 runs in the first four games of the series.

A night earlier, the Cubs ramped 8-3 and roughed up Dontrelle Willis. Having been run out of his own ballpark, the rookie was jogging around the stadium early Sunday, virtu-

ally unnoticed by fans in the parking lots. He had a big smile, and so did everyone else wearing teal-and-black a few hours later.

Lowell hit a two-run homer in the fifth off Carlos Zambrano in the fifth, and Rodriguez and Conine later connected.

Lowell's hit was just his third of the postseason. Injured for most of the final month, he came back to hit an 11th-

inning homer that won Game 1.

When he batted in the eighth, Beckett drew a standing ovation from towel-waving Marlins fans in the crowd of 65,279.

Beckett allowed only one ball over the infield before the Cubs got their first hit, a soft single by Alex Gonzalez with two outs in the fifth. Moises Alou also singled in the sev-

enth as hitters on both sides struggled in the twilight start.

A half-inning after Marlins rookie Miguel Cabrera was drilled in the left elbow by Zambrano, Beckett almost nailed Sosa.

Beckett's first pitch in the first was a head-high heater to Sosa — tailing in toward him, too — that caused the slugger to duck and stumble backward. Sosa immediately sprang to his feet and took a couple of steps toward the mound, shoving and pointing his bat at Beckett.

Plate umpire Larry Poncette and the Marlins catcher, quickly sealed off Sosa to prevent big trouble as a few Cubs rushed to the top step of the dugout.
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GREEN BAY, Wis. — For once, the Kansas City Chiefs' wild finish didn't involve Dante Hall.

Even with their star kick returner being kept out of the end zone Saturday night, a three-time timeout later, the Chiefs overcame a 17-point fourth-quarter deficit to force overtime, then came out on top after a crazy closing sequence to beat the Packers 40-34 at Lambeau Field.

Here were the final three plays of the game, in order, right after the other:

1. Cletis Hunt blocked Morten Andersen's 48-yard goal attempt with 9:09 left in OT to give the Packers (3-3) possession at their 39 and the win all but back.

2. On first down, Packers running back Ahman Green—who had 79 yards rushing and fumbled the ball, and Kansas City recovered.

3. Chiefs quarterback Trent Green threw a 51-yard touchdown pass to Eddie Kennison with 2:41 left.

“Just six days after Peyton Manning miraculously rallied the Colts (5-1) from a 21-point deficit in the final four minutes at Tampa Bay, he nearly did it again.”

Manning led the Colts an improbable 91-yard, game-tying drive in the final three minutes against another one of the NFL's best defens es—but he never got a chance to win it.

To compound the Panthers' problems, Davis, the NFC's leading rusher, watched most of the final 21 minutes with a bruised arm. He finished with 241 yards rushing, his first sub-100-yard game since joining the Panthers and a dramatic drop-off from last week's 155-yard effort.

Browns 37; Steelers 14
The defense gave the Denver Broncos a chance to win. Jason Elam took advantage.

Elam hit a 47-yard field goal on the final play of the game to lift Denver past Pittsburgh 17-14, the Steelers' third straight loss.

"It wasn't a pretty game, but we didn't expect it to be pretty," Broncos defensive tackle Berry said. "We knew it was going to be a battle, and there wouldn't be a moment where we could have a letdown." 

The Broncos were rebounded from last week's loss to Kansas City because they were up in a tight game between the AFC's top two defenses.

Pittsburgh (2-4) tied it at 14-all on Jerome Bettis' 1-yard touchdown and an improbable 2-point conversion, but the Broncos got the ball back on their 20 with 44 seconds left.

Steve Beuerlein struggled in the first half of injured starter Jake Plummer, but was 5-for-8 for 44 yards on the final drive. He also broke a tackle when Pittsburgh safety Brent Alexander dropped an interception at the Steelers' 20 with 44 seconds left.

Ravens 26; Cardinals 18
Arizona's Jeff Blake wanted badly to show the Baltimore Ravens what they're missing.

Instead, he threw three interceptions on the wrong side of a typical Ravens victory. No touchdowns for the Baltimore offense, big plays by the defense and one crucial touchdown via special teams.

Blake was intercepted twice by Chris McAllister, who returned the second one 83 yards for a touchdown. Ed Reed, who had the other pick, blocked a punt and returned it 20 yards for the other Ravens' TD in a 26-18 win over the Cardinals.

"That's the way the game is, you know," Blake said. "Two picks can make you or break you."

Samuel Lewis set a franchise record with his fourth consecutive 100-yard rushing game. The NFL's powerful leading rusher gained 131 yards in 21 carries. The Ravens got a scare when Lewis bruised right shoulder and went into the locker room for X-rays in the second half. They were negative and he returned to the game.

"It was all right," Lewis said. "It was just a little hurt." 
Blake completed 22 of 36 for 247 yards and two touchdowns, but was done in by the interceptions, the third by Reed. Baltimore had no turnovers, so Arizona is minus-14 in turnover margin, by far the worst in the NFL.

Browns 13; Raiders 7
The Cleveland Browns can always count on kicker Phil Dawson's right leg.

On Sunday, they needed his left one, too.

Dawson scammed 14 yards on a fake field goal to set up William Green's go-ahead touchdown run in a rare and ugly home win for the Browns, 13-7 over the penalty-prone Oakland Raiders.

"Dawson looked like that guy Forrest Gump," said Browns defensive end Kenard Lang. "I was gonna yell, 'Run, Forrest, run.' He didn't look all that pretty running, but the result was beautiful, man."

Not only did his run—if you want to call it that—catch the Raiders completely off guard, it even surprised Dawson, who isn't looking forward to his next kick.

"I tried to change directions, but my belly was carrying me out of bounds," Dawson said. "But if you're wearing a helmet, and they tell you to run, you run."

Green ran right through Raider Abominatie, picking up 145 yards as the Browns (3-3) won for the first time in three tries at home this season.

Cleveland is just 10-25 in front of its own fans since the Browns' NFL rebirth in 1999.

Saints 20; Bears 13
The New Orleans Saints finally found a team they could beat.

Aaron Brooks threw two touchdown passes against one of the NFL's worst defenses to lead the Saints to a 20-13 victory over the Chicago Bears on Sunday.

Brooks connected with Joe Horn on a 6-yard scoring pass with 7:18 left for the clinching score as the Saints won for the second time in six games. The Bears fell 1-14.

After playing the league's toughest schedule in the first five games against opponents who combined for a 17-5 record...

_ New Orleans didn't look great in managing just 283 total yards. But it was enough to turn back the Bears. _

The Bears, ranked 28th on defense and 32nd and last on offense, scored their only touchdown down— a 4-yard pass from Kordell Stewart to Dez White with 2:10 left in the game.

Before that they had two field goals from Paul Edinger—a 28-yarder in the second quarter and a 31-yarder in the fourth.

Stewart, who had three fumbles and was sacked three times, was 10 of 21 for 152 yards. Anthony Thomas, coming off back-to-back-100-yard outings, had 96 yards on 21 carries.
Thibault said. "We have to get team's defensive coverage. Thibault made 22 saves, including 14 of 15 in the third period. Chicago's Jocelyn was more direct about his team's defensive coverage.

"On [Los Angeles'] second, third and fourth goals, we were beaten out of the corner down low," Sutter said. "We were beaten in areas we have to take pride in."

"I just go to the net hard and do the work in the corners. It's paying off right now.

"We certainly should have beaten the Ducks on five shots, but I'd rather be going back than without any." Chicago's Mark Bell and Kyle Calder scored power-play goals to cut the score to 3-2, but Los Angeles dropped its second straight.

Los Angeles goaltender Roman Cechmanek stopped 32 shots, including 14 of 15 in the third period. Chicago's Jocelyn Thibault made 22 saves, including one on a penalty shot by Kesa Pires in the second period.

"We've been working hard, but we're not getting a little bit of trouble defensively in our end," Thibault said. "We have to get better at that."

Chicago coach Brian Sutter was more direct about his team's defensive coverage.

"On [Los Angeles'] second, third and fourth goals, we were beaten out of the corner down low," Sutter said. "We were beaten in areas we have to take pride in."

"Certainly, we didn't take enough pride in them. We played a team that battled hard."}

Vesnovsky opened the scoring with 3:40 left in the first period with five seconds remaining on a Kings power play. He beat Thibault with a slap shot from the top of the slot.

Klatt made it 2-0 with his first goal, at 8:33 of the second.

Tim Gleason's shot from the point hit traffic and bounced to Robitaille, who cut to the net and tucked a shot past Thibault.

Klatt increased the lead 33 seconds later, tipping in a loose puck in the crease after Fobtaille's low shot from the point trickled between Thibault's legs and toward the goal line.

Fizan was awarded the penalty shot after Alexander Karpovtsev pulled him down on a breakaway at 10:17 of the second period.

Bell cut it to 3-1 at 11:21 of the second on the power play. He deflected in Karpovtsev's perfect feed from the top of the slot.

Thibault stopped Zigmund Palffy's short-handed breakaway attempt 52 seconds remaining in the third period.

Calder cut it to 3-2 with a power-play goal at 4:50 of the third. After a goalmouth pile up, Calder took on a loose puck and fired it over Cechmanek, who had sprawled to make an initial save.

Modry completed the scoring with 3:31 left in regulation. He connected from the left circle after taking a pass from Alexander Frolov behind the net.

Coyotes 2, Mighty Ducks 0
Chicago's Trent Klatt does-...
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Boston College agrees to join ACC

Associated Press

GREENSBORO, N.C. — Boston College will join the Atlantic Coast Conference as its 12th member, guaranteeing the league a future football playoff game while landing another major television market.

The school had until Nov. 1 to accept the ACC’s offer, but agreed in less than four hours after ACC presidents and chancellors unanimously Sunday to include Boston College in the league’s expansion plans.

“This just adds one more excellent school to what now will be a 12-member mix,” ACC commissioner John Swofford said. “If you look at their graduation rates, B.C. will jump right into the higher echelon of our conference. They bring a lot on both fronts.”

Big East by-laws require 27 months notice for the jump from one conference to the other, but ACC deniers continue to come back into our league for membership.”

James Barker, Clemson president and head of the ACC’s Council of Presidents, said it became apparent recently that an 11-team league was not ideal for the ACC.

Boston College and Syracuse were the Big East schools in the ACC’s original expansion plans — along with Miami — but were voted down in favor of adding the Hurricanes and Hokies.

Duke, North Carolina and N.C. State voted against adding Boston College at the time.

In Brief

Legendary Jockey Bill Shoemaker dies of Sunday natural causes at 72

San Marino, Calif. — Hall of Fame jockey Bill Shoemaker, who rode four Kentucky Derby winners and was a commanding presence in thoroughbred racing for more than 40 years, died Sunday. He was 72.

Shoemaker died in his sleep at his suburban home near Santa Anita racetrack, according to longtime friend and trainer Paddy Gallagher. Gallagher, an assistant during Shoemaker’s training career, said doctors told him Shoemaker died of natural causes.

“He was one of the greatest human beings I have ever had the pleasure of knowing in my life,” said retired jockey Chris McCarron, now general manager of Santa Anita. “Forget about his ability to communicate with horses. His compassion for people was second to none.”

Marinez, Ramirez, Zimmer and Garcia fined for fourth inning behavior

BOSTON — Pedro Martinez and Manny Ramirez of the Boston Red Sox were fined Sunday along with Don Zimmer and Karim Garcia of the New York Yankees for their actions in Game 3 of the AL championship series.

Bob Watson, baseball’s vice president in charge of discipline, did not announce specifically why the four were fined, other than to say it was for their behavior in the fourth inning of New York’s 4-3 victory Saturday.

Martinez was fined $50,000, Ramirez $25,000, Garcia $10,000 and Zimmer $5,000, according to a baseball executive who spoke on the condition he not be identified.

“I am very disappointed in the behavior of some of the participants in last night’s game between the Boston Red Sox and the New York Yankees,” commissioner Bud Selig said in a statement.

“I have instructed the umpires and told the clubs that any further misconduct by either team will not be tolerated and will be dealt with severely.”

Appleby gets first PGA tour win in four years

LAS VEGAS — Stewart Appleby liked his chances when he saw the 15-foot putt he needed to make to end his four-year drought on the PGA Tour.

“As soon as I saw it, I thought I could make it,” Appleby said after beating Scott McCarron in a playoff at the Las Vegas Invitational. “As it was going to the hole, I thought, ‘It’s a little slow, a little left,’ but it dropped in.”

The win was Appleby’s first on the tour since the 1999 Houston Open and ended his recent streak of run­ner-up finishes.

“It’s been a bit of a drought,” the Australian said.
Men's Golf
Irish make return to Stonebridge Invite

Special to The Observer

The Notre Dame men's golf team will be in action today at the 2003 Stonebridge Invitational, hosted by Southern Methodist University.

The Irish played in the 2002 Stonebridge Invitational and placed fifth with a score of 873 (289-295-299). The 54-hole tournament will be held at the par 72, 7,247-yard Dye course at the Southern Methodist University.

The Irish are coming off a 15th-place tie (with Southern Methodist) at the Windon Country Club in McKinney, Texas.

ND Women's Tennis
Salas upsets No. 29 Hollands

Special to The Observer

Notre Dame senior co-captain Alicia Salas, ranked 63rd nationally in singles, continued her run as a giant killer by upsetting No. 29 Danielle Hollands of Arizona in consolation action Friday in the Riviera/ITA Women's All-American Championships, the first leg of the collegiate tennis grand slam.

Salas then fell to No. 7 Daria Panova of Oregon to be eliminated from the tournament.

Salas and the rest of the Irish women's tennis team will return to action Friday in an exhibition match against rival USC in the Eck Tennis Pavilion. Action is tentatively slated to begin at 4 p.m.

Salas posted her fourth win over a ranked opponent in four days by topping Hollands 6-4, 6-7 (8-6). The Irish senior dropped the first three games of the second set before fighting back to win six consecutive games. The Wildcat is the highest-ranked opponent ever to fall victim to Salas.

"Alicia did an unbelievable job of covering the court," Irish head coach Jay Louderback said. "She was really aggressive, and I was really impressed with her speed. She really tracked down a lot of balls."

In the afternoon match, Panova, the tournament's sixth seed, pulled out a close match 7-4, 6-7 (7-5). Salas jumped out to a 4-1 lead in the second set, but could not force a third frame.

"It was really a great tournament for Alicia," Louderback said. "She played very well and beat some really good players."

Salas is 6-3 on the young season, with the losses coming to ranked opponents.
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Prior to this tournament, Salas' highest-ranked victim was No. 54 Melissa Applebaum of Miami in the Big East final a year ago. She posted three wins over ranked opponents in six consecutive games.
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Amado split the Buckeye defense—particularly the play of senior—who then fired the puck over with a perfect pass to Globke, the puck over Walsh's glove.

tle more than six minutes into was the first time a Notre Dame two young goaltenders who had—

defense an Tom Galvin sent

weekend, and it cost us two points.”

The Buckeyes changed goalies

NOTRE DAME 3, OHIO STATE 2
at VALUE CITY ARENA, Friday

NOTRE DAME 1 2 2 5
OHIO STATE 1 0 0 2

Scoring Summary
OHIO — Gill (1), 1st, 13:54 (Wallace, Tim; McLean, Cory; Amado, Matt)
NOTRE DAME — Gill (1), 3rd, 13:54 (Wallace, Tim; McLean, Cory; Amado, Matt)
OSU — Bittner, J.B. (1), 3rd, 11:20
OSU — Bencharski, Daymen (1), 1st, 7:20
OSU — Pelley, Rod (1), 1st, 6:45
OSU — Steckel, Dave (4), 3rd, 18:05

NOTRE DAME — Saves 31 (Globke 26, Shat 5)
OSU — Saves 24 (Dave Walsh 20, Shat 4)
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is that good teams find a way to win those kind of games," Waldram said. "The energy level wasn't real high, and I think physically it will be nice to get back to a regular week. I'm really proud of them though it was a really tough stretch."

The Irish took the lead against Miami in the first half off a corner kick. Freshman Christie Shaner's kick was headed by Katie Thorlakson before bouncing to Mary Boland who headed it in. Shaner and Thorlakson were credited with assists on the goal.

The Irish were unable to get another goal before halftime, but through ball from senior Melissa Tancredi sprung classmate Amanda Guertin for a breakaway. Guertin then beat the keeper for the goal. The Irish finished off the Hurricanes quickly, as Thorlakson rebounded a shot by freshman Jill Krivacek for the 3-0 margin.

The Hurricanes broke the Irish streak for having allowed one or fewer shots on goal at 11 games by getting two long shots that were easy saves for Bohn.

"The energy level wasn't real high, and I think physically it will be nice to get back to a regular week."

Randy Waldrum

Irish coach

Story

continued from page 24

The late Irish spurt proved futile when Brian Johnson of Rutgers scored an insurance goal at the 80:42 mark. "It happens," Clark said of the loss. "We can't read too much into it except to look at the goals and see how we lost them."

Rutgers now leads the all-time series with Notre Dame with a 9-3-1 record. The 5-2 victory also marks the Scarlet Knights' sixth straight win over the Irish.

Notre Dame is 5-2-1 at Alumni Field this season, with one home game remaining on Oct. 31 against Villanova.

The Irish drop to fifth in the Big East conference with its loss to Rutgers. St. John's (5-1-0), Rutgers (4-1-1), Virginia Tech (4-2-0) and Connecticut (3-1-2) have better records heading into the season's homestretch.

"It is disappointing to lose the game," Clark said. "But the test for us is do we use this as a stepping stone or a stumbling block? I think we have to use this as a stepping stone and get back on the right path on Tuesday. We have six remaining games, and they're all tough games."

Notre Dame's next test comes this Tuesday on the road at non-conference opponent Cleveland State. The Vikings (6-0-0) are in the middle of a four-game losing streak after dropping a 2-0 decision to Marshall.

Columbus. The Vikings (6-0-0) are in the middle of a four-game losing streak after dropping a 2-0 decision to Marshall.

The Irish will finish up their non-conference opponent this Tueday at 7 p.m. at Alumni Field. The Irish 1st 2nd Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Notre Dame</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 2 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 4 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RUTGERS 5, NOTRE DAME 2 at ALUMNI FIELD

RUTGERS 7th 8th 9th

NOTRE DAME 0 2 2

Scoring Summary

RU — Arnone, Richard (7), 34:27

RU — Kucera, Chris (9), 36:05 (Waddell, Donnelly)

RU — Gros, Josh (10), 40:22 (Gren)

RU — Landrever, Nick (1), 44:57

(Notre Dame)

Manning

ND — Warner (8), 49:16

ND — Guertin (8), 69:29 (Buczkowski, Katie; Bender, Justin)

ND — Schaffer, Annie (6), 78:44

(Naughton, Becky)

NOTRE DAME — Saves 1 (Nikki Weiss)

11 — Shota 13 (Carpenter, Manning, Warner)

3 — Corner kicks 2, Foods 10


GEORGETOWN 0 at ALUMNI FIELD, Friday

NOTRE DAME 0 2 2

Scoring Summary

ND — Carpenter, Kurt (5), 5:59 (Tancredi, Guertin)

ND — Manning, Maggie (9), 56:57 (Pruzinsky)

ND — Guertin, Amanda (7), 46:46

Gren

ND — Martin, Greg (2), 51:54

(Goldskower, Kervin; Deiter, Justin)

ND — Etherington, Ian (2), 66:05 (Riley, Chad)

ND — Boland, Mary (1), 69:42

(Pedlar, Jason)

NOTRE DAME — Saves 1 (Chris Sawyer) 11 — Shota 10 (Bender, Martin)

3 — Corner kicks 7, Foods 11

BIG EAST — Saves 1 (Louis Anzia) 5

Shota 10 (Arenas) 3, Corner kicks 3, Foods 11

Contact Andy Troeger at

atrogere@nd.edu

Contact Pat Leonard at

pleonard@nd.edu

**Thinking of The London Program For Fall 2004 or Spring 2005?**

You are strongly encouraged to turn in your completed application by 4:30pm, Friday, October 17, 2003

Applications will be accepted until 4:30pm on Monday, October 27, 2003

(Manning)

ND — Warner (8), 69:29 (Buczkowski, Katie; Bender, Justin)

ND — Schaffer, Annie (6), 78:44

(Naughton, Becky)

NOTRE DAME — Saves 1 (Nikki Weiss)

11 — Shota 13 (Carpenter, Manning, Warner)

3 — Corner kicks 2, Foods 10


GEORGETOWN 0 at ALUMNI FIELD, Sunday

NOTRE DAME 1 2 3

MIAMI 0

1st 2nd Total

Scoring Summary

ND — Carpenter, Kurt (5), 5:59 (Tancredi, Guertin)

ND — Manning, Maggie (9), 56:57 (Pruzinsky)

ND — Guertin, Amanda (7), 46:46

(Gren)

ND — Martin, Greg (2), 51:54

(Goldskower, Kervin; Deiter, Justin)

ND — Etherington, Ian (2), 66:05 (Riley, Chad)

ND — Boland, Mary (1), 69:42

(Pedlar, Jason)

NOTRE DAME — Saves 1 (Chris Sawyer) 11 — Shota 10 (Bender, Martin)

3 — Corner kicks 7, Foods 11

BIG EAST — Saves 1 (Louis Anzia) 5

Shota 10 (Arenas) 3, Corner kicks 3, Foods 11

Contact Andy Troeger at

atrogere@nd.edu

Contact Pat Leonard at

pleonard@nd.edu

**Thinking of The London Program For Fall 2004 or Spring 2005?**

You are strongly encouraged to turn in your completed application by 4:30pm, Friday, October 17, 2003

Applications will be accepted until 4:30pm on Monday, October 27, 2003

(Manning)

ND — Warner (8), 69:29 (Buczkowski, Katie; Bender, Justin)

ND — Schaffer, Annie (6), 78:44

(Naughton, Becky)

NOTRE DAME — Saves 1 (Nikki Weiss)

11 — Shota 13 (Carpenter, Manning, Warner)

3 — Corner kicks 2, Foods 10


GEORGETOWN 0 at ALUMNI FIELD, Friday

NOTRE DAME 0 2 2

Scoring Summary

ND — Carpenter, Kurt (5), 5:59 (Tancredi, Guertin)

ND — Manning, Maggie (9), 56:57 (Pruzinsky)

ND — Guertin, Amanda (7), 46:46

(Gren)

ND — Martin, Greg (2), 51:54

(Goldskower, Kervin; Deiter, Justin)

ND — Etherington, Ian (2), 66:05 (Riley, Chad)

ND — Boland, Mary (1), 69:42

(Pedlar, Jason)

NOTRE DAME — Saves 1 (Chris Sawyer) 11 — Shota 10 (Bender, Martin)

3 — Corner kicks 7, Foods 11

BIG EAST — Saves 1 (Louis Anzia) 5

Shota 10 (Arenas) 3, Corner kicks 3, Foods 11

Contact Andy Troeger at

atrogere@nd.edu

Contact Pat Leonard at

pleonard@nd.edu

**Thinking of The London Program For Fall 2004 or Spring 2005?**

You are strongly encouraged to turn in your completed application by 4:30pm, Friday, October 17, 2003

Applications will be accepted until 4:30pm on Monday, October 27, 2003

(Manning)
Hot Irish continue their winning streak

BY HEATHER VAN HOEGARDEN
Sports Writer

The Irish are on fire. This weekend saw the No. 15 Irish sweep two Big East foes en route to winning their sixth and seventh straight games.

Friday’s victim was Seton Hall. The Pirates came into the Joyce Center with a 14-6 overall and 0-3 conference record. However, they were no match for the red-hot Irish.

Notre Dame hit a scorching .416 en route to the three-game victory (30-22, 30-14, 30-25). Saturday was much more of the same for the Big East leading Irish. Rutgers (8-11, 2-3) never led in three games as the Irish dominated (30-13, 30-18, 30-22).

“We’ve had great practices all week, and I really think it’s paying off for us,” head coach Debbie Brown said. “Overall I think we were playing really well.”

The Irish have been excellent of late, remaining undefeated in the Big East with a 6-0 start. Against Rutgers, the Irish hit .352 on the match, compared to the Scarlet Knights’ meager .428 hitting percentage.

Notre Dame’s hot hitting of late can be attributed to the switch to a 5-1 rotation. With Kristen Kinder as the Irish’s only setter, hitters do not have to adjust to having two setters. Kinder had 39 assists in Sunday’s match.

Meanwhile, sophomore Lauren Brewster has been an unstoppable force on the court. Sunday, she hit .560 with 16 kills and only two errors. Last week, she was named co-Big East Player of the Week, and Friday she had 13 kills with no errors, good for a .684 hitting percentage.

“Lauren has been unbelievable,” Brown said. “I watch other teams, and they have no idea how to stop her.”

Brewster is not the only Irish hitter to get hot of late, as all the middle blockers have stepped up. Lauren Kelbley nailed 10 kills Sunday to go along with her .474 hitting percentage.

Blocking has also been another strength of the Irish as they rejected the Scarlet Knights 15 times at the net, while getting stuffed only two times. This has been the trend of late for the Irish front row.

“We work a lot on blocking,” Brown said. “(Assistant coach) Robin (Davis) does almost all of the blocking coaching, and he’s really good.”

However, despite the outstanding coaching, Brown also credits her athletes for their blocking prowess.

“We have players that have the physical ability to be high above the net, and our blockers have gotten better and better — they’re smarter,” Brown said.

Even though the Irish kept rolling this weekend, they are looking forward to the week off.

“Right now is the perfect time for us to have a break, especially because of the academics,” Brown said. “Academically, the week before fall break is really tough.

So, as the Irish take a study break and a few days off, they hope that the momentum continues in their favor, as they are just having fun playing volleyball, and that is when they play their best.”

“I think that we worked really hard at being consistent and playing at a higher level,” Brown said.

Next week, Brown and her team will travel to North Carolina where the Tar Heels will try to cool down the Irish.

NOTRE DAME 3, SETON HALL 0
at the JOYCE CENTER, Friday

NOTRE DAME 30 30 30
SETON HALL 22 14 25

NOTRE DAME — Kills 55 (Lauren Brewster 13, Aneese 5, Grace Kader 49), Digs 39 (Sieg Hansen 13), Blocks 12.5 (Brewster 7), Hitting percentage .436 (Brewster .684), Aces 4 (Lauren Kelbley 2)

SETON HALL — Kills 44 (Katherine Whitney 15, Aneese 9, Christine McDougal 9), Digs 32 (Whitney 8, Block 4, Nylissa King 5), Hitting percentage .299 (Aneese .560, White, McDougal, Meyers 1)

NOTRE DAME 3, Rutgers 0
at the JOYCE CENTER, Sunday

NOTRE DAME 30 30 30
RUTGERS 13 16 22

NOTRE DAME — Kills 53 (Lauren Brewster 13, Aneese 41, Grace Kader 13), Digs 44 (Sieg Hansen 13), Blocks 15 (Lauren Kelbley 7), Hitting percentage .412 (Brewster .540), Aces 7 (Kelley, Kinder 2)

RUTGERS — Kills 31 (Dawn Christopher 15, Aneese 9, Abby Martin 9), Digs 36 (Diahla Bush 8), Blocks 9 (Aashleigh Young, Christopher 1), Hitting percentage .276 (Christopher 1.5), Aces 1 (Young 1)

Contact Heather Van Hoegarden at hvaehog@nd.edu

Questions? - Weber.15@nd.edu Application Deadline: December 1, 2003

INNSBRUCK
2003-2004 Academic Year

Please Join Prof. Hannelore Weber and returnees of the program

Question: “Can I Really Spend a Year Away from ND?”
Answer: “It Was the Best Year of My Life!”

Tuesday, October 14, 2003
216 DEBARTOLO
4:30 PM

Applications Available www.nd.edu/~intlstud

Questions? - Weber.15@nd.edu Application Deadline: December 1, 2003
**FIVES**

BRETT CAMPBELL & DAN ZYCHINSKI

**CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**

1. "Moty-Dick" caption
2. Satisfy a debt
3. Just twisting the thumbs
4. Recorded
5. Maximilian Brian
6. Red addition to a salad
7. L'Enfant, in English river
8. Open-mouthed
9. Sailed
10. Parrot's spot
11. "Happy" and "Death Valley" in old TV titles
12. Montreal
13. "Corsair"
14. "Moby-Dick"
15. "To Catch a Thief"
16. Greek sandwich
17. "Fine Day"
18. Bullets, e.g.
19. Tidal waves
20. Cattle breed
21. Dr. House
22. Dancing, as trousers
23. Tattle
24. "That (large)essional"
25. Barnyard honker
26. A salad
27. "Stop right here!"
28. "Happy" and "Death Valley" in old TV titles
29. Brooklyn Bridge
30. "Moby-Dick"
31. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
32. "Silly" and "Thief"
33. Some seasons
34. "Cocktail"
35. "Cocktail"
36. "Cocktail"
37. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
38. "Cocktail"
39. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
40. "Cocktail"
41. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
42. "Cocktail"
43. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
44. "Cocktail"
45. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
46. "Cocktail"
47. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
48. "Cocktail"
49. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
50. "Cocktail"
51. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
52. "Cocktail"
53. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
54. "Cocktail"
55. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
56. "Cocktail"
57. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
58. "Cocktail"
59. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
60. "Cocktail"
61. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
62. "Cocktail"
63. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
64. "Cocktail"
65. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
66. "Cocktail"
67. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
68. "Cocktail"
69. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
70. "Ditty" and "Quarry"
71. "Ditty" and "Quarry"

**DOWN**

1. Open-mouthed
2. Nine-handed serpent
3. Sign after photos
4. "Moby-Dick"
5. Cedar
6. Reviving, backlighting
7. Hope material
8. Sailed
9. "Moby-Dick"
10. Sailed
11. "Moby-Dick"
12. "Moby-Dick"
13. "Moby-Dick"
14. "Moby-Dick"
15. "Moby-Dick"
16. "Moby-Dick"
17. "Moby-Dick"
18. "Moby-Dick"
19. "Moby-Dick"
20. "Moby-Dick"
21. "Moby-Dick"
22. "Moby-Dick"
23. "Moby-Dick"
24. "Moby-Dick"
25. "Moby-Dick"
26. "Moby-Dick"
27. "Moby-Dick"
28. "Moby-Dick"
29. "Moby-Dick"
30. "Moby-Dick"
31. "Moby-Dick"
32. "Moby-Dick"
33. "Moby-Dick"
34. "Moby-Dick"
35. "Moby-Dick"
36. "Moby-Dick"
37. "Moby-Dick"
38. "Moby-Dick"
39. "Moby-Dick"
40. "Moby-Dick"
41. "Moby-Dick"
42. "Moby-Dick"
43. "Moby-Dick"
44. "Moby-Dick"
45. "Moby-Dick"
46. "Moby-Dick"
47. "Moby-Dick"
48. "Moby-Dick"
49. "Moby-Dick"
50. "Moby-Dick"
51. "Moby-Dick"
52. "Moby-Dick"
53. "Moby-Dick"
54. "Moby-Dick"
55. "Moby-Dick"
56. "Moby-Dick"
57. "Moby-Dick"
58. "Moby-Dick"
59. "Moby-Dick"
60. "Moby-Dick"
61. "Moby-Dick"
62. "Moby-Dick"
63. "Moby-Dick"
64. "Moby-Dick"
65. "Moby-Dick"
66. "Moby-Dick"
67. "Moby-Dick"
68. "Moby-Dick"
69. "Moby-Dick"
70. "Moby-Dick"
71. "Moby-Dick"

**WILL SHORTZ**

**JUMBLE**

**HENRI ARNOLD MIKE ARGIRION**

**SHARING THIS BIRTHDAY: Margaret Thatcher, Marie Osmond, Yves Montand, Kelly Preston.**

Happy Birthday: Ready, set, go! You'll be off to the races this year as long as you are crystal clear about your destination. The harder you work, the greater the gains. Emotional deception is likely to irritate. If you don't let it interfere with your goals, you will prosper. You're getting ready to offer and become immersed in your interests. Numbers: 3, 11, 26, 33, 40, 45.

**ARIES** (March 21-April 19): Socializing will be a welcome working environment. Someone you do business with will find his or her way into your heart. Burnout may be detrimental if you aren't distant. **TAURUS** (April 20-May 20): Check out some unusual courses being offered. Don't let colleagues take credit for your work. Make arrangements to do something with your lover. Unusual forms of entertainment will be exciting. **GEMINI** (May 21-June 20): Concentrate on your work. Problems at home will leave you feeling empty. An older relative may be a bother. Try to handle what you can. But if the stress is too much, ask siblings for help. **CANCER** (June 21-July 22): Visit friends or relatives if at all possible. You can make special plans for a quiet evening with the ones you love. Passion is strong, and you need the attention badly. **LEO** (July 23-Aug. 22): Sit down with a good friend and kick around ideas you both have for earning extra cash. You may start your own part-time business.

**CAPRICORN** (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Travel and educational pursuits will be to your benefit. You can win approval of clientele through business trips or long- distance conversations. It's time to take action and move ahead. **SAGITTARIUS** (Nov. 23-Dec. 21): Get down to business. It's time to do a little research. Look into all your options. Communication is your best bet. Go to the source if you need to find something out. **SCORPIO** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Children may limit your freedom. Try to be sure you're not all the house covered and that you and your mate want to spend a night out on the town or go away for the weekend. **LIBRA** (Sept. 23-Oct. 21): The changes that you're making to your home will be better than you first thought possible. Entertaining in your home will also prove to be successful. Visit or talk to friends who have not been well. **GEMINI** (May 21-June 20): Concentrate on your work. Problems at home will leave you feeling empty. An older relative may be a bother. Try to handle what you can. But if the stress is too much, ask siblings for help. **CANCER** (June 21-July 22): Visit friends or relatives if at all possible. You can make special plans for a quiet evening with the ones you love. Passion is strong, and you need the attention badly. **LEO** (July 23-Aug. 22): Sit down with a good friend and kick around ideas you both have for earning extra cash. You may start your own part-time business.
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Published Monday through Friday, The Observer is a vital source of information on people and events in the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Community.
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MEN’S SOCCER

Lanced by the Knights

Rutgers rolls onto Alumni Field and whips the Irish 5-2

By PAT LEONARD
Sports Writer

The Scarlet Knights scored four straight goals to open the game and put scores from five different players in a 5-2 blowout of the Irish at Alumni Field Saturday.

Notre Dame scored twice in the second half to mount a comeback. Senior Greg Martin and freshman Ian Etherington notched their second and first goals of the season, respectively.

Amen's Ian Etherington, a speedy freshman, scored nine minutes later on a headball off a Chud Illey cross at 66:05.

The Irish forward Amy Warner runs with the ball against Miami Sunday.

By ANDY TROEGER
Sports Writer

Having played seven games in 15 days, the Irish were looking to survive this weekend to get back to their normal routine. And survive they did, hammering Big East foe Georgetown and Miami at Alumni Field.

The Irish, who did not allow a goal on the weekend, beat Georgetown 6-0 Friday night before coming back to beat Miami 3-0 Sunday afternoon. The Irish, still ranked No. 2 and now 14-0-1 on the season, have now shut out their last six opponents with goalkeeper Erika Bohn owning a 290-minute shutout streak.

Coach Randy Waldrum did not feel like his team played particularly well against Miami but was happy about the way they still managed to win convincingly.

“The thing we talked about at halftime was to play fairly well until then. They just had a crazy, inexplicable period where we let up some crazy goals. But for any team to have to lose shots and score five goals, that's a very high ratio. That's a high ratio in basketball, so it's definitely a high ratio in soccer.”

Rutgers' four-goals spurt caught Notre Dame off-guard, especially because the Irish felt they were not being outplayed up to that point.

“They had a crazy little spell there,” Irish coach Bobby Clark said. “I've reviewed the tape, and in a funny way I felt we played fairly well until then.

They just had a crazy, inexplicable period where we let up some crazy goals. But for any team to have to lose shots and score five goals, that's a very high ratio. That'd be a high ratio in basketball, so it's definitely a high ratio in soccer.”

Rutgers (7-3-1, 4-1-1) capitalized on early Notre Dame miscues to take a lead it would never relinquish. Ricardos Arenas put the Scarlet Knights on the board first after Irish goalie Chris Sawyer slipped coming out to play a long ball.

Sawyer had trouble controlling the next long ball to come his way, a ball that slipped through his hands and onto the feet of Rutgers' Chris Karzcz for the Knights' second goal.

Rutgers scored twice in the next eight minutes, the last of which came at the 44:17 mark just before the end of the half.

Notre Dame came out of the locker room firing. Junior defender Kevin Goldthwaite's through-ball to senior forward Justin Detter set up a cross that Martin deflected to make the score 4-1 at 51:54.

Etherington, a speedy freshman, scored 15 minutes later on a headball off a Chud Illey cross at 66:05.

SCM GOLF

Belles squash Hope in final tourney, win MIAA

By JOE HETTLER
Sports Editor

They did it again. A year after capturing the MIAA conference championship, the Belles successfully defended their crown by beating Albion in the final MIAA tournament, 279-285.

The win gave the Belles a huge split the series with a 3-1 win over the Irish at Alumni Field Saturday night. The celebration was short and sweet, however, as Ohio State, an Ohio State, knocked off the Buckeyes on the road 5-2 Friday night. The celebration was short and sweet, however, as Ohio State, an Ohio State, knocked off the Buckeyes on the road 5-2 Friday night.

The Belles had a combined 1,108 shots against the Irish. The Irish had 1,767. Hope did firing the Dutch from winning the overall conference crown.

On the second day, the Belles fired a 337 to clinch the title. Sinnerman and Adams both shot 165, good enough to tie for fifth place.

The final standings for the MIAA season had Saint Mary's with a dominating lead over Hope. The Belles had a combined 1,108 shots in five tournaments, while the Dutch had 1,767. Hope did best Saint Mary's twice this season, but the Belles won two weeks ago at Adrian and then again this weekend.

Contact Joe Hettler at jhettler@nd.edu
Rushing to a record

Jones gains record 262 yards in Notre Dame’s upset win over Pittsburgh

By JOE HETTLER
Sports Editor

PITTSBURGH — Julius Jones had 152 rushing yards in his first four games for Notre Dame this season. He surpassed that total in the first three quarters against Pittsburgh Saturday night.

Jones broke Notre Dame’s single-game school rushing record with 262 yards on 24 carries and two touchdowns and the Notre Dame defense recorded eight sacks while hassling Pittsburgh quarterback Rod Rutherford all game, helping the Irish beat No. 16 Pittsburgh 20-14 at Heinz Field.

The win was Notre Dame’s first on the road this season and snapped a three-game losing streak.

“I believed in our football team,” Irish coach Tyrone Willingham said. “There will always be tough times. I liked our attitude and I liked our approach.”

Ryan Grant added 27 carries and 84 yards as Notre Dame rushed for a season-high 332 yards. It was the most rushing yards for Notre Dame since Aug. 28, 1999 against Kansas.

“I think our weakest part in the game has been the running,” Willingham said. “We wanted to see if we could improve and once we did that, we wanted to continue it.”

Jones ignited the Irish throughout the game with solid runs, while the offensive line played well and opened holes for both backs. He had three touchdown runs, all over 25 yards, including a 61-yard scamper in the fourth quarter. He surpassed his career-high 149-yard rushing yards in the third quarter.

“It was a great feeling to get the win and get things on track,” Jones said. “Things opened up for us as a whole team. We had a lot to step up to the plate. I give the offensive line all the credit, they gave me some room to run and it was a great game for us.”

Notre Dame’s defense was as impressive as Jones in holding the nation’s eighth-ranked offense to a mere 175 total yards. Larry Fitzgerald, who entered the game averaging 143 yards receiving, had only five catches for 79 yards and two touchdowns in the first half, but was held without a catch in the second half. Rutherford was only 3-for-15 in the second half and was under pressure throughout.

“That’s what the goal is, to go out and dominate,” linebacker Courtney Watson said. “I don’t think you ever think you’re going to go out and dominate on every single play, especially against a team like that. I think we just played a great game.”

The Irish couldn’t move the ball on the opening drive and had to punt, but Jared Clark recovered William Ferguson muffed punt catch and Notre Dame had the ball at the Pittsburgh 34. Three plays later, Jones broke through for a 25-yard touchdown, picking up a key block from fullback Josh Schmidt to give Notre Dame the early 7-0 lead.

The Irish defense gave its offense the ball in Pittsburgh territory on the next two possessions, but the offense could not capitalize — D.J. Fitzpatrick missed a 52-yard field goal and the Irish failed on a fourth-down attempt.

Three plays later, Jones broke through for a 25-yard touchdown, picking up a key block from fullback Josh Schmidt to give Notre Dame the early 7-0 lead. The Irish defense gave its offense the ball in Pittsburgh territory on the next two possessions, but the offense could not capitalize — D.J. Fitzpatrick missed a 52-yard field goal and the Irish failed on a fourth-down attempt.

Pittsburgh fought back to tie the game when Rutherford found Fitzgerald for a 23-yard touchdown on the last play of the first quarter.

After Notre Dame went three-and-out, Pittsburgh’s Ferguson broke a 71-yard return to the Irish 4-yard line, two plays later. Pittsburgh went on top when Rutherford found Fitzgerald again to give the Panthers a 14-7 edge.

But Jones and the offensive line answered as the senior broke off a 49-yard touchdown run to tie the game with 8:34 left in the first half. Irish linebacker Derek Curry sacked Rutherford on the next drive and forced a fumble, which was recovered by Derek Landri at the Pittsburgh 8-yard line. After failing to score a touchdown, Fitzgerald nailed a 19-yard field goal to put Notre Dame ahead 17-14 at halftime.

The Irish put together a six-play, 52-yard drive in the middle of the third quarter and Fitzpatrick added his second field goal to give the Irish a 20-14 lead with 7:10 remaining in the third quarter.

Notre Dame took the ball deep in Pittsburgh territory with just over nine minutes on the clock. The offense ran the time out with a 15-play drive that consisted of 14 runs and only one pass.

Contact Joe Hettler at jhetler@nd.edu
quarterback: Quinn didn’t do much to help the Irish win, but he didn’t hurt them too much either. He struggled throwing the ball but did find Jenkins with a crucial catch late in the game.

running back: Jones broke the single-game rushing record with 262 yards and scored twice, while Grant added 86 yards. The duo dominated the Panthers defense.

receivers: The receivers weren’t thrown to and became almost nonexistent throughout the game. Jenkins had the critical 19-yard catch to keep the final drive alive.

offensive line: The offensive line finally came together. The unit opened up holes for the backs and helped the rushing attack gain 352 yards. They controlled Pitt’s line all game long.

defensive line: The line had its best game of the season. It pressured Rutherford all day and had six sacks, including 3.5 by Tuck. The Panthers could only muster eight yards rushing for the game.

linebackers: The unit stopped the rush and defended Pittsburgh’s pass well. They contained Rutherford when he ran out of the pocket. Curry’s sack forced a fumble and Watson had 7 tackles.

defensive backs: The backs didn’t allow Fitzgerald to record a catch in the second half and forced Rutherford to look to other receivers. They got burned on a couple plays early, but recovered well.

special teams: Fitzpatrick made two field goals but missed two more, and poor punt coverage set up Pittsburgh’s second score. The punting was average and the kickoff coverage did adequate.

coaching: Whatever the coaches did in the bye week worked. The offensive line shift with Stevenson and Harris paid off and Notre Dame’s game plan was solid.

N. 8 ranked offense in the team’s 20-14 win.

Irish return to classic style

PITTSBURGH — Somewhere in South Carolina, Lou Holtz was smiling. His immediate successor, former Notre Dame coach Bob Davie, certainly was after doing the color commentary for ESPN during Notre Dame’s dominant 20-14 victory over No. 16 Pittsburgh Saturday night.

What they saw would have brought a smile to the face of any fan ofclassic Notre Dame football.

Although the score didn’t indicate it, the Irish dominated the Panthers on both sides of the ball, returning to a traditional style of Irish play not seen in a while.

“I haven’t seen that in a long time,” said defensive end Justin Tuck, who led a tenacious Irish defensive front Saturday with 10 tackles and three and a half sacks. “That was the first time this year I think we played together as a great defensive line.”

Defensive tackle Darrell Campbell played like a man possessed. The senior did not miss a snap on defense against the Panthers — leading an Irish pass rush that kept quarterback Rod Rutherford and the Pittsburgh offensive moving backwards all night.

“I’m really proud of all those guys,” Darrell Campbell never came out of the game,” Irish defensive line coach Greg Mattison said. “The kids wanted this one bad, and we’ve been so close. You can’t say enough about our players and [head coach] Ty [Willingham] in keeping this team together and believing.”

Cornerback Vontez Duff accepted one of the biggest challenges presented to any Irish player this season in narrowly single-handedly shutting down Pittsburgh wide receiver Larry Fitzgerald in the second half of the game, preventing the nation’s leading receiver from catching a pass after halftime.

Simply put, this was Notre Dame football like it is supposed to be played. The Irish marched into a ranked opponent’s stadium and came away with an impressive victory.

Somewhere, Knute Rockne is cheering, as his boys in blue listened to his famous halftime speech one more time: “Sometime, when the team is up against it, and the breaks are beating the boys, tell them to go out there with all they got.”

Notre Dame did just that Saturday night. Off to a 1-3 start, and with things only looking worse with teams like USC and Florida State on the horizon, the Irish needed a dominant performance like they got.

They needed it for all the doubters, to prove that Notre Dame hasn’t fallen off the football radar. They needed it for themselves, to show that they still have the talent and ability to win every Saturday.

And, most importantly, they needed it for the program, to show that Notre Dame football is still alive and kicking.

“We said it’s important for this football team to make those that wore the uniform before them proud, and that doesn’t change.” Willingham said. There should be a lot of pride in the Fighting Irish alumni after Saturday’s victory. Because for just over three hours, the Irish, indeed, returned to the glory days of Notre Dame football.

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the author and necessarily those of The Observer. Contact Chris Federico at cfederico@nd.edu.
Freshman Harris gets his first start

By CHRIS FEDERICO
Sports Writer

PITTSBURGH — Another true freshman saw playing time for the Irish Saturday as offensive tackle Andrew Harris moved into the starting lineup at right tackle.

Harris, who became the sixth Irish freshman to see the field this year, learned that he would start Friday.

"Friday was tough. Coach (Tyrone) Willingham asked me if I wanted to play this week," he said. "Well, you should call them and tell them you’re going to play," said Harris after the game. "I was preparing all week for the game. Someone went down in practice and it seemed like a good idea that no one else was there."

The rookie was part of a revamped Irish offensive line that helped running back Julius Jones to a 262-yard, record-setting day.

"I looked at it like I want to help my team any way I can," Harris said. "I just work hard everyday and pick up the system and game schemes more and that ended up happening. It was a great game."

Harris was just one part of a different-looking side, as tackle Dan Stevenson moved to right tackle, filling a void left by the graduation of Ryan Harris and Dan Stevenson.

"I thought the combination of Ryan Harris and Dan Stevenson worked very well," Willingham said. "That was a very difficult transition, because one is a freshman getting his first start and the other is a tackle moving over to guard. I thought it was a great move by our coaches, and it worked out very well for us."

Irish place kicker Nicholas Setta was absent from the field Saturday, as junior D. J. Fitzpatrick replaced him both punting and place kicking.

"Nicholas Setta suffered an injury on the first kickoff, and after that point he was ruled out," Willingham said of the senior’s injury.

In Setta’s place, Fitzpatrick, who started the year as Setta’s backup and holder on place kicks — was 2-4 on field goals, hitting from 19 and 34 yards and missing from 23 and 32 yards. He also had five punts for an average of 37.4 yards.

"I will label that part of the game process that we’re going through," Fitzpatrick said.

"We’re making progress. I think we’re improving every week."

The disparity in the Irish offensive production — Notre Dame had 352 yards rushing and 33 passing — was almost a complete reversal from the squad’s last time on the field. Two weeks ago against Purdue, the Irish had 297 yards passing and only 49 rushing.

"We’ll label that part of the game process that we’re going through," Fitzpatrick said.

"I felt confidence in the offensive line and they felt confident in the running backs. It was a great game for us to get our confidence going for USC and the rest of the season."

Contact Joe Hettler at jhettler@nd.edu

Pittsburgh 7, Notre Dame 0

Third quarter

Notre Dame 29, Pittsburgh 14

Fitzpatrick 34-yard field goal with 7:10 remaining
Drive: 4 plays, 7 yards, :24 elapsed

Fourth quarter

no scoring

stats

By JOE HETTLER
Sports Editor

Pittsburgh 14, Notre Dame 7

First quarter

Notre Dame 7, Pittsburgh 0

Julius Jones 25-yard run with 12:08 remaining (Nicholas Setta kick)
Drive: 3 plays, 34 yards, 1:24 elapsed

Notre Dame 7, Pittsburgh 7

Larry Fitzgerald 25-yard reception from Rod Rutherford with 3:38 remaining (David Abele)
Drive: 8 plays, 52 yards, 2:14 elapsed

Second quarter

Pittsburgh 14, Notre Dame 7

Fitzgerald 4-yard reception from Rutherford with 12:05 remaining (Abele kick)
Drive: 2 plays, 4 yards, :39 elapsed

Pittsburgh 14, Notre Dame 14

Jones 49-yard run with 8:54 remaining (D.J. Fitzpatrick kick)
Drive: 4 plays, 70 yards, 1:12 elapsed

Notre Dame 17, Pittsburgh 14

Fitzpatrick 19-yard field goal with :33 remaining
Drive: 4 plays, 7 yards, :24 elapsed

Notre Dame 29, Pittsburgh 14

Fitzpatrick 34-yard field goal with 7:10 remaining
Drive: 6 plays, 52 yards, 3:14 elapsed

Quarterback Brady Quinn was 7-of-11 for 176 yards and a touchdown.

The disparity in the Irish offensive production — Notre Dame had 352 yards rushing and 33 passing — was almost a complete reversal from the squad’s last time on the field. Two weeks ago against Purdue, the Irish had 297 yards passing and only 49 rushing.

"I will label that part of the game process that we’re going through," Fitzpatrick said.

"I felt confidence in the offensive line and they felt confident in the running backs. It was a great game for us to get our confidence going for USC and the rest of the season."

Contact Joe Hettler at jhettler@nd.edu

Running back Julius Jones is congratulated by teammate Derek Curry after his record-breaking touchdown.
Pounding the Panthers

Notre Dame finally got back on the winning track Saturday, upsetting No. 16 Pittsburgh on the road. Julius Jones had 262 rushing yards — a new single-game school record — and the Irish defense shut down the highly-touted Panther offense in the team's 20-14 victory. Notre Dame gained 352 yards on the ground for the game and held the Panthers to a mere 175 for the game. The win snapped the Irish three-game losing streak and was its first on the road this season.

Pittsburgh wide receiver Larry Fitzgerald, top left, catches his second touchdown pass of the first half over the head of Vontez Duff. Victor Abiamiri, top right, sacks quarterback Panthers Rod Rutherford. Ryan Grant, left bottom, breaks through for a run Saturday. Maurice Stovall and Bob Morton, bottom right, celebrate the team’s win.